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•

Life coaching has become increasingly attractive to evangelical pastors who
desire to bring some fOIm of spiritual direction to their parishioners. Although life
coaching is a craft unique to spiritual direction, both are relational endeavors seeking
•

growth and holistic change in the seeker. This project explores the impact of life
coaching on the spiritual practices of committed Christian believers.
The subjects of the study are ten women, all ministry spouses of evangelical
pastors. Four denominations were represented: United Methodist, Christian and
Missionary Alliance, Free Methodist, and Southern Baptist. Ages ranged from thirty-two
•
•

years to fifty-three years.
Using a basic life coaching model, clients were coached for a period of three
months. A semi-structured interview process was used to gather data from clients before,
•

,

throughout, and after the coaching process. A coach's field journal was kept to record the
fruit of coaching events and reflections on each client's process.
The narratives and descriptive statistics comprising the data were sorted into
charts and onto storyboards to categorize patterns and links. A detailed combing of
coaching events, reflections, and journal entries found that life coaching positively
influenced spiritual practices in these ways: personal values were clarified and
intentionally applied to openness before God; freedom to make choices made possible a
. move to greater integration, fulfillment, and wellness; new courage to use voice became a
means of creating an environment to sustain inner freedom and understandings.
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CHAPTERl
OVERVU;W OF STUDY

"The glOly of God is man fully alive." St. Irenaeus
Understanding the Problem
"

In an effort to supply spiritual direction to parishioners, pastors are seeking a
"

model similar to spiritual directors but more accessible to the CUlTent Protestant church
setting. This quest has led to the introduction of the life coach, who takes on the role of
spiritual guide to individuals seeking a deeper spiritual journey.
A Void Defined
A professor at the University of Calgary, speaking in a class called Cults and New
Religions suggests that the New Age Movement is the unpaid bill ofthe Christian church
(Hexbam). This provocative statement is tied to an accepted truth: a void will eventually
"

demand filling. In this case, the reference is to the evangelical church's alignment with
biblical truth at the expense of engaging authentic, historical, spiritual practices.
The void of authentic spiritual practice within Protestant evangelicalism has many
expressions. Having eschewed ecclesiastical authority including confessors and directors
of spiritual life, one expression of this void is the absence of persons who might
accompany others as spiritual companions and guides. Even as the radiance oflife's
meaning is obfuscated by the enchantments of celebrity and the "bling" of materialism
for many in North America, a deep spiritual hunger is gnawing at the roots of many
evangelical Christian lives. Questions about the promised abundant life are common. Not
.

.

uncommonly, persons previously satisfied with rational faith marked by Bible study and
church involvement have found themselves disappointingly devoid of sp"iritual vigor and
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now seek to experience intimacy with God, but are unsure of the way. A guide of some
kind is needed.
Soul guides, sacred companions, or spiritual directors who might journey with the
•

spiritually hungry are largely absent from the evangelical scene. More and more,
evangelical worshipers are seeking spiritual help from retreat centers and the religious,
most commonly located outside the evangelical tradition.
This growing search for spiritual guidance has inherent problems. First, and most
obvious, is the simple issue of quantity. Finding a qualified director is a difficult task,
simply because so few are available. A second issue flows from the first. Many directors
who might be fOl]nd have been schooled and practiced in a tradition of Christian faith
quite foreign in language and practice to that of Protestant evangelicals. Use of
iconography, practices of contemplation, and interest in mysticism, for instance, often
•

seem unusual if not dangerous to evangelicals who have not been exposed to Christian
forms of the same.

.
•

The dilemma of religious language is an example of the confusion that results
when direction is provided from a source outside one's own tradition. Words such as
"deification" or "divinization," when applied to spiritual regeneration, might sound to
evangelical ears to be blasphemy (see Nemeck and Coombs 17). An unfamiliar ear might
interpret these words as a declaration of human potential to attain the status of a god.
Soundly interpreted, these words are fully aligned with Scriptures such as 1 Corinthians
15 :28 , which speaks of transformation in Christ, not actually becoming little gods,
although this term is nearly used. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, for instance, uses the same
language when he says that "one man becomes Christ for the other" (36)', These and other

•
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•

confusions are frequent when spiritual directors are chosen from other traditions. For
some. semantics are not a problem; for others, semantic issues become an impediment.
Concerns of this nature raise issues about spiritual direction within the evangelical
•

context. Although a steady flow of directors are being raised within Roman Catholicism,
•

for instance, the process involves years of personal development. Historically, a person is
'.

considered mature enough for this role having reached the age of fifty, and then only after
confirmation of the charism and significant training of the soul. Beyond this, engagement
with a director may continue for years, spanning a great paI1 of a lifetime. In contrast,
intentional evangelical discipleship occurs in short spurts, often measurable in weeks.
Traditional spiritual direction works toward interpreting life through the story of God,
and growth in love and communion with God and others. Such spiritual companionship,
•

bringing with it wisdom enough to interpret life, and this over an extended period of time,
is perhaps the missing factor in evangelical discipleship. Coaching fills some of this void,
but possibly not all.
A new movement toward developing spiritual directors has emerged in the
evangelical tradition, but the process will be a long one. Larry Crabb is one example of
persons being led from traditional evangelical ministries into more classic spiritual paths.
Crabb's two-year-old School of Spiritual Direction, commencing for a number of weeks
each year in Colorado Springs, Colorado, offers one week intensive training in spiritual
direction. This "newly developed model of spiritual direction draws on both the age-old
wisdom of the church and more recent perspectives." Others such as Richard 1. Foster
•

introduce evangelicals to a broad spectrum of historic spiritual paths, creating interest and
directing spiritual hungers toward traditional answers.
•

•
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Spiritual direction, though, is not learned in a week or even a year. Even Crabb
states in his promotional material that his goal is not to prepare people to be directors but
to awaken Christians to the value and potential of spiritual direction. Crabb understands
,

that skills in spiritual direction are learned oyer a lifetime. Spiritual direction is n,o t a
precise science but rather an intentional ministry flowing from charism and experience:
[Spiritual direction is rooted in the] gift, the charism, the ministry of
guiding a person in and through his/her Passover in the Lord. It is
participation in another's spiritual regeneration, deification,
transformation. Spiritual direction is a God-willed contribution of one
person to another's process of spiritualization, interiorization,
sanctification. (Nemeck and Coombs 16)
Guidance is not restricted to those who have chosen a vowed contemplative life but
widely offered as a gift of hospitality to each seeker of deeper interior spiritual life.
Evangelicalism is not without efforts to bring persons to spiritual maturity. Bible
studies, discipleship groups, and teaching conferences are just a few of the options
available to the seeking evangelical. Much of this training is aimed at providing answers
and the development of a concrete belief system and Christian worldview. Such tra~ing
has shown remarkable results as workers have been released around the world as
witnesses to the gospel.
David G. Benner makes a case for the, difference between discipleship and
spiritual direction:
Discipling, as it is generally practiced, focuses on the first steps for those
either new in following Christ or those who have not yet progressed very
far on the journey. Spiritual direction focuses more on later stages of the
journey and is usually judged most relevant to those who seek to deepen
an already-present practice ofprayer. (28)
Janet O. Hagberg and Robert Guelich's six-stage critical journey, laid out in a book by
the same name, places the processes of foundational discipleship in the second stage,

,
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suggesting that to expect discipleship training enough to sustain long-term spiritual wellbeing is to set oneselfup for crisis and burnout. Perhaps the evangelical emphasis of
service without accompanying spiritual direction along the way accounts for the
•

discouragement and restlessness not uncommon in some Christian workers whose history
•

is solely in the evangelical tradition. The further one travels on their spiritual journey the
more necessary is guidance and support. Not surprising, then, is the quiet exodus of
evangelicals to traditions that include spiritual direction as supp0l1 for spiritual practice.
Spiritual direction in the Christian context is aimed at formation of the spirit,
inner personal change driven by spiritual motivation, practices of prayer, and religious
•

expenence:

•

[Spiritual direction] is help given by one Christian to another which
enables that person to pay attention to God's personal communication to
him or her, to respond to this personally communicating God, to grow in
intimacy with this God, and to live out of the consequences of the
relationship. The focus [original emphasis] of this type of spiritual
direction is on experience, not ideas, and specifically on religious
experience, i.e., any experience of the mysterious Other whom we call
God. Moreqver, this experience is viewed, not as an isolated event, but as
an expression of the ongoing personal relationship God has established
with each one of us. (Barry and Connolly 8)

Spiritual direction is concerned with the journey of a person's spirit toward God.
Growth of the human spirit is understood in many ways in the current North
American culture because spirituality refers to a wide milieu of experience: intimate
unions of the body or mind, stirrings of emotion, ritual practices from numerous religious
sources, human yearnings and passions, or even activism. This project! however, deals
•

with spiritual practices that are precisely Christian. Christian spirituality is wedded to and
centered on engagement with the Holy Spirit. Benner offers a good defmition of Christian
spirituality:

•
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•

•

Spirituality ... refers to a person's awareness and response to the Divine.
Christian spirituality involves working out our existence within the
context of the Christian faith and community. More precisely, it is the
deep relationship with God that exists when the human spirit is grounded
in God's Spirit. Spirituality is not Christian if it is not centered in the
Spirit. (15)
•

Spirituality in this sense is understood as a completely integrated experience. It is the
"life of the whole person directed toward God" (Leech 34). Neither is this experience
divorced from the rawness of actual human life. Michael Yaconelli calls spirituality
"godly incompetence" (30). None knows how to do holy living very well, he argues.
"Spirituality isn't about being fmished and perfect; spirituality is about trusting God in
our unfinishedness" (29). From this perspective, the practical art of life coaching has
potential to impact spiritual development and fOImation by impacting real human life.
For the sake of this project, then, spirituality is understood in both Christian and
holistic teIms: the effect on a person's ordinary life as he or she is influenced by the
Spirit of God toward a life of love with God.
FOlmation of this type rarely happens incidentally. FOImation is work, but work
of the heart, easily jostled off the agenda of life by head or hand work. Heart work is a
long transformation into Christ life. Of necessity it is intentional, guided, and rooted in
•

relationship. A recent book sweeping evangelicalism is Waking the Dead by John
Eldredge. His point is that the heart is essential, and a heart fully alive to God is, itself,
the abundant life of which Jesus spoke in John 10: 10. The message it contains is
resonating deeply with some evangelicals.
Rainer Maria Rilke speaks of the necessity of herz-werk. Heart work is not the
common work of life. Contrary to the current motto found on plaques, pillows, and
necklaces that says 'Live! Love! Laugh!' (qtd. in Jones 22), herz-werk is described by the

•
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uncommon imperatives, 'Look! Weep! Live!' (qtd. in Jones 22). Alan Jones describes
these imperatives as the means by \"hich one is "born again and again and again" (22).
of
language
rises.
An
evangelical
reader
bristles
at
this
quote,
but
Jones
is
Again
the
issue
.
.

here speaking of sanctification and being changed, bit by bit, an idea that an evan.gelical
could easily affum .
•

In Rilke's work, to look is a "contemplative willingness to see what is there in
front of us without prematurely interpreting what we see" (qtd. in Jones 22). Weeping is
"the sure sign that our attentiveness has been focused and honest and tears cleansing is
joy" (22). Tears, then, become a portal into joy and peace, not a habit of melancholy.
Fullness of life is known as abundant fruit is harvested from the inner landscape.
Clearly this understanding of the spiritual journey involves ways and means not
common to evangelical practice. Spiritual journeying embraces more mysteries than
•

sureties. Hej-z-werk in this pattern is a journey of some complexity. Ancient and modern
spiritual writers aver that the heart journey is perilous if taken alone. An interpersonal
connection quickly becomes evidently essential. "Spirituality rejoices in the
interdependence of all things" (Jones 23). One vital connection is between director and
directee. Benner goes so far as to say, "If you are making significant spiritual progress on
the transformational journey of Christian spirituality, you have one or more friendships
that support that journey. If you do not, you are not. It is that simple"(16).

Seeking a New Paradigm for Spiritual Guidance
Hexham points out that a spiritual void will eventually be filled. Recently a
.

process has surfaced that seems to resolve some of the void left by an absence of spiritual
direction. That process/practice is life coaching. Life coaching

bOlTOWS

from the business
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community and has caught the attention of evangelicals who have watched it popularize
in the marketplace. Interdependent and relational, life coaching engages in questions
before jumping to answers, thoughtfully intei'prets life through the grid of values, and
empowers healthy change. Besides these qualities, life coaching is easily learned, not
•

heavily dependent upon maturity or spiritual charism, and uses language and exercises
•

common to current culture.
Life coaching, though, has some substantial differences from spiritual direction.
Only recently brought into the church, its spiritual fOImation value is not fully proven.
.

Still, life coaching is readily embraced by growing numbers of pastors and leaders who,
minimally trained, are beginning to engage persons in coaching relationships for soul
work purposes. The ease in which life coaching can be implemented is a mixed blessing.
Should life coaching prove effective in cultivating and nourishing heart work, the
•

practice may become a powerful companion to current discipleship methods. Carelessly
•

applied, or over-promised, a disappointing experience of life coaching might serve to
deepen angst.

Theological Foundation
"What are you looking forT With this question Jesus confronts the hearts of those
who have begun to follow him (John 1:38, NRSV). Throughout his ministry the questions
he asks drive his conversation and ministry and draw out from within persons the truths
of their heart. By so doing, Jesus follows a pattern set from the beginning of human
history, a pattern in which God initiates divine human intercourse with a question(s) and
•

I

,

1

draws out inner motivations, prompts voluntary change, and initiates conscious
cooperation with divine purposes through engagement of the human will. .
•

•
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The creation account provided in Genesis 1 does not disguise the intention of God
for the life of all humankind. Made in the image of God, this incredible created being was
"naturally creative, resourceful and whole" (Whitw0l1h, Kimsey-House and Sandahl 3),
•

gifted with abilities to communicate and choose and granted sovereignty over the garden
•

and life within. The blessing of sovereignty came as a threefold mandate: be fruitful and
•

multiply, fill the earth and subdue it, and have dominion over all created life (Gen. 1:28) .
The mandate is from a source outside of humankind, but the creative means for
accomplishing the mandate are at the discretion of the person(s) responsible to act.

•

Stephen R. Covey makes this astute observation: "Work and love essentially comprise
the essence of mortality" (x). God's primal blessing on humankind is the gift of work in a
loving context.
The verses from Genesis 1:29-30 describe God who, having blessed mankind,
•

states twice and implies repeatedly that he is giving over to mankind the responsibility for
establishing and managing creative life within the created order. A final declaration of
approval is placed over the whole: "It was so [and] God saw everything that he had made,
and indeed it was very good" (Gen. 1:30b-31). Not only is creation declared good, but
also the order of life mandated by God, namely human agency within and over creation,
is declared good. God establishes one's personal right to choice. God the creator affIrms
the goodness of choice being given to persons to shape both corporate and personal
human destiny under the umbrella of divine provision and care. Thus, free will is forever
embedded in human experience of life as an integral force for shaping destiny.
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Not thirty verses pass in the account of human life recorded in Scripture when
human agency begins to take a tragic turn: temptation, illicit pleasure, ugly accusations,
shame~

a garden in ruins, and no gardener left inside to tend it.
Unwilling to violate the gift of human agency in even so dire a moment of history,
•

God confronts the consequences of personal choice with pressing questions, inviting but
not forcing acknowledgment of both heart and deed. The ongoing story unfolds
•

throughout the biblical narrative. Indeed through every personal human story, God
continues to come with questions seeking to expose the truths of the heart.
The psalmist David understood the calling of God's voice as coming from within
the human heart or soul, motivating choices of the will. In Psalm 39:3 David writes, "My
heart became hot within me. While I mused, the fire burned; then I spoke with my
tongue." Psalm 40:8 says, "I delight to do your will, 0 my God; your law is within my
•

•

heart."
•

David's ancient words still ring true. Modem psychology has largely concluded

that the inner life is the driving force of human action. "Nothing we do is caused by what
happens on the outside of us. If we believe that what we do is caused by forces. outside of
us, we are acting like dead machines, not living people" (Glasser, Control Theory, 1-2).
Over and again the Scriptures call persons to make a choice from the heart. One
of the most stunning is Deuteronomy 30:19.
I call heaven and earth as witnesses against you today hat I have set before
you life and death, blessings and curses. Choose life so that you and your
descendants may live, loving the Lord your God, obeying him, and
holding fast to bini.
"This," Moses says, "is not too hard for you nor is it too far away" (Deut. 30: 11). Even in
the matter of life and death, God honors a person's right to choose.
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The New Testament picks up the idea of the powerful source within persons, a
source of darkness or light. Jesus says in Matthew 6:22, HIfyour eye is unhealthy, your
whole body will be full of darkness. If then the light in you is darkness, how great is the
darkness!" Mark 7:21 records him saying, "For it is from within, from the human heart,
•

that evil intentions come; fornication, theft, murder, adultery." When God comes to .
•

•

people with a question of the heart, he challenges them to examine themselves and
choose their direction for the future. The invitation is both to look and upon that look, to
act.
Jesus, in Luke 17:21, makes a dramatic statement about finding the kingdom of
God: "[T]he kingdom of God is within you" (NIV). The inward life, sometimes called
heart, whether bent toward God or away from him, is a powerful driver of human agency.
Within the heart choices geIlI1inate. God probes the inner person with powerful questions,
revealing what is hidden.
To the end of the Scriptures the pattern continues. The book of Revelation,
bracketing the story of God with a prophetic view of the culmination of human history,
offers startling reconfmnations of the essentialness ofhuman agency. In the letter to the
church at Ephesus, for instance, a serious condemnation is given: The church has lost its
fITst love (2: 1-7). The Lord of the church urges to them to make radical changes but
•

places the responsibility for the course correction completely into the domain of human
agency. In short, the church is free to ignore the warning, however dire.
In the case of the church in Ephesus, three elements will bring about renewed
love, says the Lord. These three are memory, will, and active choice. The Lord engages
their minds and memories and calls them to remember what love was like in the

•

•

•
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"

begirming when it burned in their hemis. Memory has the opportunity to evoke a
,

response of repentance, a choice to return to love. The choice then made, energizes
motion toward change. Even when dealing with issues of ultimate consequence, God
reaffirms the place of human agency. External change is made possible when the heart is
"
"

changed. A change ofhemi motivates the will to choose, in tum prompting life change.
Examples connecting the Church's well-being and destiny with conscious free
choice are evident throughout the scriptural record. The extent to which God gum'ds and
encourages human choice is at once exhilarating and terrifying. God co-opts neither a
church's nor an individual's free will. However, God does not stand afar, watching from
a distance. He actively engages hearts in a process of evocative prodding.
The recent ecclesiastical embrace of coaching, which relies heavily on the power
of human will to enact change, forces a closer look at the theological understanding of
"

free will. The relative place of human agency in both salvation and sanctification has
been debated for centuries. To name this very issue as a battleground for Christian
theology would not be to overstate the case,
The debates began early. A great father of the Church, Gregory of Nyssa (c. 335394) had complete confidence that both grace and human free will were no less than
imperative to virtuous action:

"

In the process of producing a virtuous act, grace and freedom both play
indispensable parts. Without free choice, no action occurs on the part of
the human being. Without grace, the person's best efforts will fail in
bringing his good intention to actuality. Both are necessary if the action is
to be completed successfully. (Harrison 215)
.

Depending on the context, both grace and human will are essential to any virtuous act.
The image of God in a person is the divine deposit of grace to will. When"a person

"

•
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chooses a vniuous action, they pruiicipate in divine viIiue. Gregory pens copious
•

passages on the synergy between grace and human will, seeking to understand the
workings of each and whether one or the other held superior power. With conviction he
encourages believers toward acts of piety, considering that "then' spn'itual development
•

will be proportionate to these efforts" (Gregory of Nyssa 131). In spite oflong
ruminations, Gregory fails to delineate the issues clearly:

•

The gift of grace is measured by the labors of the receiver. For the grace of
the Spirit gives eternal life and unspeakable joy in heaven, but it is the
love of the toils because of the faith that makes the soul worthy of
receiving the gifts and enjoying the grace. When a just act and grace of the
Spirit come together in this, they fill the soul into which they come with a
blessed life; but, separated from each other, they provide no gain for the
soul. For the grace of God does not naturally come regularly into souls
which are fleeing from salvation, and the power of human viIiue is not
sufficient in itself to cause the souls not sharing in grace to ascend to the
beauty oflife. (131-32)
Gifts of grace and the labor of souls seems to be inseparable.
While grace is an ally of human choice toward viIiue, the will is always able to
reject the gift of grace. Grace, available to all people, is a condition of human life.
Gregory affirms that any viIiuous action is, in fact, simply participation with grace.
Human viIiue is insufficient but conjoined with divine grace, always available to
humankind: It "opens up the possibility of unlimited spiritual growth" (131). This grace
is not selective but available to all from biIih and is made known to a person when they
strive to act viIiuously. "Grace comes before human freedom" (131). Gregory
emphasizes God as a partner in an alliance:

•

For it says: Unless the Lord build the house and keep the city, he labors in
vain that builds it and watches in vain who keep it CPs. 126: I). And again:
For not with their own sword did they conquer the land; nor did their own
arm make them victorious (although they used their swords and their arms
in their struggles), but it was your right hand and your arm, and the light

•
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of your COl]ntenance (Ps. 43 :4). What does this mean? It means that the
Lord from on high enters into an alliance 1vith the doers [emphasis mine],
and, at the same time, it means that it is not necessary for persons
considering human efforts to think that the entire crown rests upon their
own toils, but it is necessary for them to refer their hopes for their goal to
the will of God. (131)
The idea of a strategic alliance with the giver of grace honors human efforts toward
holiness.
Augustine of Hippo (c. 354-430), a contemporary of Gregory's, took up the
•

debate with Pelagius (c. 354-420), whose theology affIrmed that the only grace not
merited was forgiveness of sins. Augustine argued against Pelagius, asserting that divine
grace is not imparted as a reward for the meritorious acts of human will (Augustine 227) .
•

While affIrmjng the reality of free will, Augustine strongly opposed the idea that
grace is ever given for merit. In fact, such persons who trust their own virtuosity are not
sons of God (Augustine 227). As to who may be the recipient of virtue enabling grace,
Augustine relies heavy on the sovereignty of God, to the point that God can choose some
to bless and some to destroy as he wills. Noble acts of the will are gifts of God by grace.
As to why God would ask of persons that which he knows could not be done, Augustine
replies, "God commands some things which we cannot do, in order that we know what
we ought to ask of him" (286) .
.

Anselm of Canterbury, Bishop of Canterbury from 1091, followed and built on
Augustine's theology of free will. The happiness and ability to act justly that were
present before sin broke into human existence are essentially wiped out in the Fall, along
•

with any good thing that may have come by way of human will. "Choices for justice

•

which truly benefit a person and genuinely minister to his happiness are lost. The will
•

••

I

turns to 'the false benefIts' sought by brute animals at the urging of their appetites"

•
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(Stanley 92). Even the desire for justice is lost, but the desire for happiness remains,
directed now toward bodily pleasures and brute passions. The drive of the will, though, is
fiustrated and happiness is never found. The best a sinner can do toward justice is to
choose not to do what is unjust (166).
•

The battle for a theology of free will heated up during the years of the
RefOImatipn. The most vocal of these, Martin Luther (l483-1546}, took a hard line~
arguing, "free will cannot be applied to any but to God alone. You may, perhaps, rightly
assign to man some kind of will, but to assign unto him free will in divine things, is going
too far" (50). Luther's view is that any free will once ascribed to humankind is
•

"compulsively bOl]nd to the service of sin" and is now powerless to ·act toward any real
good (56). Luther deals with Scriptural demands for persons to make a responsible
choice, such as in Deuteronomy 30:19, in this way: "These mock by a command
impossible: man, by this means, is admonished and roused to see his own impotency"

(61).
.

The argument goes back and forth as the centuries pass. Erasmus (c. 1466-1536)
was dismayed at the dogmatic and intolerant views of the reformers. "What is the
purpose of so many laws, so many precepts, and so many promises" (qtd. in Luther 139).
. He seeks to soften the teaching of Martin Luther and the reformers. "Moreover, I
consider Free will in this light; that it is the power in the human will, by which, a man
may apply himself to those things which lead unto eternal salvation or tum away from the
same" (51) .
•

Free will, Erasmus argues, explains evil and excuses God from all blame, makes
•

possible human merit in the process of sanctification, and undergirds human efforts
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toward virtue (Wengert 68). As such, human beings participate in both salvation and
sanctification.
Melanchthon, a Gelman ref01 mer (1497-1560), joined Luther in attacking what
they considered the softness of Erasmus's approach. His purpose is decidedly pastoral,
•

seeking to assist weak souls to have confidence in the activity of God in all creation. He
•

•

reflects on the purposes of the Holy Spirit that would become unnecessary if human will,
alone, could call forth the power to love and fear God and overcome sin. Human will, he
reasons, is relegated to what belongs to Adam: the body, clothing, food, and other
creaturely interests as well as human learning about earthly concerns. Regarding things
eternal, lasting, divine and holy, the human will is impotent. Will can be applied to issues

de-creatione but not de-justijicatione et santijiatione (Wengert 90).
Melanchthon develops his argument further. Although unable to effect eternal
•
•

impact in a person's life, human will is, however, a gift given by God to promote life and
•

keep life above the level of barbarianism. Though limited, the human will is understood
to be a great good:
Therefore all of us who know these arts [philosophy, science, liberal atis],
which must be used in this life to preserve the body such as the art of
numbering, of measuring, of building, of discerning times from the
motions of heavenly bodies all these things, since they are gifts of God,
we ought rather to hug. (qtd. in Wengert 83)
John Wesley (1703-1791), resists the idea of human free will enabling salvation.
Free will is a created gift, however, by which the "goodness of God can be consciously
and rationally reflected. Take away freedom and you take away the greatest expression of
God's glory in creation" (Oden 269). Wesley harkens back to the refOlmers, commenting
.

on the Westminster Assembly: "God hath endued the will of man with that natural liberty
•
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that is neither forced, nor by an absolute necessity of nature, determined to do good or
evil" (Bordwine IX.!).
Freedom, rather than detracting from God's glory, increases and enhances it
(Oden 269). Wesley, taking seriously the scriptural admonition to "work out your own
•

salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God who is at work in you, both to will and to
do for his good pleasure" (Phil. 2:12-13, NKJV), establishes ways and means for
individuals to account for the process of their salvation. These means of grace include
prayer, studying Scriptures, and participating in the Lord's Table, but also common grace
for good works in everyday life for all who love mercy. "Common grace is present
throughout the whole human condition ... addressed to the will, working precisely amid
the constant intergenerational and social transmissions of sin" (Oden 250).
For the believer, grace has sanctifying power:
.

•

[We are] saved from the root of sin, and restored to the renewed image of .
God. Sanctifying grace is not merely an awareness of God's pardon, rather
it is digging into and dislodging the roots of sin, cutting those roots ... so
as to enable the believer actually to live out the glorious liberty of the
children of God. (Oden 248)

God is at work in every believer and the believer must coactively participate with the
work of God by willing actively and consciously toward good works.
John Wesley promoted the believers participation in holiness:

•

•

Wesley did not have a passive, idle, lethargic, quietistic notion of saving
grace. Its reception requires energetic work, earnest prayer, spirited study
of Scripture, and active good works. It is not as if God zaps us with grace
apart from our responsive cooperation. Every subsequent act of
cooperating with grace is premised on God's preceding grace, which
elicits and requires free human responsiveness. (Oden 246)
To achieve this level of earnestness, Wesley instituted the use of questions of examine for
layperson and ordained minister alike. These questions touched on very creaturely as well

•

•

·T
T
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•
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as spiritual issues. All were aimed toward fonning the will toward an energetic
compliance to piety and scriptural ho liness of life.
The conversation on this far-reaching topic continues.:
•

It is accepted that man's will is circumscribed in its exercise, that it
operates within very definite limits, that is, bounded by the overall'
controlling plan and purpose of God, that the divine sovereignty is
supreme in the larger outreach of things. " The employment of that free
will which man does make use of is nothing meritorious. (Fisk 20)

,

Fisk's view is not accepted by every Christian.
The present cultural milieu, in which successful achievement of meaningful life
.

lies in the power of personal choice, has reignited interest in theologies of free will.
Doctrines afftrming the spiritual benefits made possible through the exercise of free will
are again finding favor:

,
,

If we think of what we are as defmed by our goals, by what we desire to
encompass or maintain, then a person can raise this question: Do I really
want to be what I am now? (i.e., have the desires and goals I now
have?)., .
[Here] we have the notion that human subjects are capable of evaluating
what they are, and to the extent that they can shape themselves on this
evaluation, are responsible for what they are in a way that other subjects of
action or desire (the higher animals for instance) cannot be said to be. It is
this kind of evaluation/responsibility which many believe to be essential to
our notion of self. (Taylor, Responsibility, 111,12)

Human responsibility is inseparable from a healthy sense of self.
Grace and free will are inextricably joined. How one follows or empowers the
other is a matter oflong discussion. Scripture does not shy away from recounting the
radical impact of personal choice in the lives of historical characters moving through
complex situations. Life requires choices. The heightened complexities of today,
however, cause some believers to feel confused and even paralyzed in the face of so
many choices. Perhaps the emergence of a movement of coaches to help scout the
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landscape,

SOlt

through possible options, and look for understanding and meaning is well
•

within the biblical pattern of remembering and choosing. Whether these choices have the
power to renew the soul (effect sanctification) within a person is debatable. Choices do
reposition life and can set it again on a course toward openness to God. To accomplish a
God-ward reorientation of life would put coaching in the company of spiritual direction
•

and discipleship.
Over and again God demonstrates a radical respect for personhood and personal
human choice. Using questions rather than declarations, he prompts and engages persons
in the process of understanding themselves, thereby opening new options of choice along
their personal pilgrimage. The recipient of divine communication is always honored with
complete freedom to exercise agency and choose away from God's prompting. Divine
human intercourse is infused with grace, and for those who so choose, the transforming
•

power of conscious cooperation with God is pervasive and deep.
•

Purpose and Research Questions
•

The purpose of this study was to evaluate life coaching's value as a method for
spiritual formation. Coaching relationships were engaged and spiritual benefits evaluated
throughout a ten-week project.

Research Question #1
How do the effects of coached decision making (human will and action) impact
spiritual practices?

Research Question #2
What elements of life coaching contribute most substantially to growth in spiritual
practices?

- - -_ .-._

....
•
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Description of Proj ect

This project consists of engaging and evaluating life coaching relationships to
detel mine spiritual formation effectiveness. The effects of coaching relationships were
observed over a period of three months with a target group consisting often persons who
•

each demonstrate both Christian commitment and strong desire for change in their .
•

•

personal and vocational life. The targeted group is female spouses of full-time
evangelical pastors within North America. I served as the life coach in each case .
.

The coaching relationship began and ended with subject interviews. Beyond that,
each participant engaged with me five times. The participants were required to joumal
after each coaching appointment, reflecting on the appointment and on their lives through
the joumaling questions I provided. Occasional intelmittent e-mail and phone
communication happened as the subjects processed the coaching event with me.
Entries to my field journal were made following each coaching appointment.
These case notes included content of the coaching event, observations of subject
receptivity to coaching and willingness to change, completion of action steps, and any
notable progress. These reflections were then passed back to the subject, upon which she
was invited to make comment and afftrm as accurate when she was able. Although this
process client approval was cumbersome, it benefited the project by restraining
conjectures about motives and undercurrents and enabled the subject to both have and
feel they have had, input into the coaching at a deeper level. Having experienced the
coaching appointment, she was now invited to examine it more objectively, listening to
the event from the outside. On only one occasion was there a notable discrepancy
between a subject's understanding of the coaching conversation and my observations .

•

-----,----_
.... .
•

,.
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The debate was peacefully resolved through dialogue and became material for further
coaching. Once approved by the subject, field journal entries became grist for the
refection group. The reflection group, consisting of three persons plus myself, met nine
times to consider the ongoing process. Input from the reflection group strengthened the
process of coaching and helped clarify issues that surfaced.

Logistics of the Coaching Relationship
Persons desiring to join the project and receive coaching were invited to fill out an
application. This process greatly assisted me in choosing subjects who presented
themselves as emotionally healthy, engaged in life, and open to change.
The coaching relationship was contracted with ten women subjects for a period of
three months. An initial input interview took place and was used to confirm the fmal
decisions on the inclusion of subjects. Identities were recorded numerically and personal
•

data kept confidential.
•

Subjects were coached by phone or in person, five times each, over a three-month

period. Each coaching event lasted approximately one hour. When using the phone,
connections were initiated by the subject at appointed times. Other than the cost of phone
connections, no cost to subjects occurred. I made myself available to subjects between
coaching events, should they want or need to discuss any matter covered in the coaching
event.
•

Subjects were provided journaling questions to direct post-coaching reflection
into areas being studied. This data was sent to them immediately after the coaching event,
and collected while still fresh to them, later to be shared with the reflection group along
•

I
I1

with approved field journal entries. At the end of the three-month coaching relationship,
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exit interviews occUlTed to process the coaching experience further and to bring closme
to the relationship.
Coaching Process

Four key areas of personal exploration were used to provide continuity in the
•

coaching task. These areas are values clarification,l decision-making processes, personal
2

definition, and gremlins (a tenn used by co-active coaching to describe internal growth
inhibitors). Key areas were not intended to confine the coaching task but to provide a
launching pad for each session. From these common starting points, the complexities of
each life determined the direction of the coaching event.
The required joumaling was confined to research questions. Subjects were
encouraged to focus their reflections on issues of evident spiritual development, decision
making as spiritual work, and elements of life coaching that emerge as growth initiators
•

of spiritual practices. Although the questions seemed redundant at times, pressing
through them opened deeper conversations. Often the subject's own journal notes were
passed to me for interest, reflection, and solidarity.
Defining Terms

The exploration of inner life and spirituality results in widely diverse concepts
and resultant language. Expressing spiritual concepts can be a matter of expressing the

The work of digging through expectations and tmexamined habits to discover what values lie
beneath one's choices is essential to the process of self -tmderstanding. When personal values have been
clarified they become a helpfhl·tool for guiding life toward meaningflil actions. Personal values, when
tmexamined and hidden, still insinuate themselves into life, perhaps in distorted ways. Bringing them into
the light of day and engaging them as an ally in decision-making supports growth toward wellness.
1

The catchy term, "Gremlin" refers to one's selftalk. In his book by the same name, David Stoop
argues that even one word can trigger a tSlmami of meaning that empowers or derails life. Self talk is not
rational thinking, but a conflation of voices, emotions, and experience that affects our b~havior (40, 41). In
the same vein, William Glasser refers to "pictures in our heads" that might be crazy or insane, certainly not
2

•
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•

inexpressible. Poetic, figurative language sometimes holds the deeper truths, albeit in
obscure fonn. To make these ideas plain is a challenge and can reduce the beauty of the
reality. Language, though, becomes a barrier if terms are not understood. This study uses
•

its own chosen language and attempts to keep to these terms while acknowledging that
•

the fields being explored have wider and deeper concepts that speak to spirituality and
•

inner life.

Spiritual Formation Defined
Spiritual formation is about the formation of a person's dynamic core,
transformed through openness to the presence and work of God. Transformation in one's
dynamic core permeates every area of life from the most meager and ordinary details to
moments of human nobility.
Conceptualizations of the human spirit attempt to understand the metaphysical
elements inherent in human life. Sometimes termed the faculties of the soul, they refer to
a person's uniquely individual presence, one's will or emotional makeup. In the Christian
sense, the human spirit has a more specific meaning, namely, that deepest self of a person
closest to the image and likeness of God. The deepest self or personal core outlives the
body and shines on into eternity. Thus, the soul is closely tied to the created personality
or ego of a person, while the spirit is dynamic and immortal (Beasley-Topliffe 256) .
•

What begins with formation in the dynamic core is inevitably articulated
outwardly, marking a person's self-expression with hints of divine life. Positive life
change is the visible fruit of healthy spiritual formation .
•

•

1
•

!
,
.

I

necessarily rational, and yet this picture is fhlfilling a perceiVed need for the person (Reality Therapy, 24). ·
Gremlins are these kinds of realities that impede personal growth by circumventing truth.
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•

This gracious transfonnation engages intellect, imagination, and will (sometimes
thought of as the soul) as receptors to grace through disciplines such as prayer,
meditation, contemplation, and service. Spiritual formation creates a dynamic synergism
between the inner and outer realities of a life.

Coaching Defined
Life coaching is the quest to illuminate God's fullest intention for a person's life,
coupled with the empowerment to make those intentions a reality by supporting
purposeful change.
Human change is the goal of people helping relationships. What might distinguish
one kind of help from another is the targeted arena for change: a family therapist aims at
family enhancement while a grief counselor aims at resolution of grief issues. Life
.

. coaching is generally targeted toward personaVprofessional development and whole life
•

enhancement through value-based decision-making.
•
•

Change is not, however, sterile and containable. Change in one area of a life

precipitates change in others. The question in this project was whether change in the
personaVprofessional arenas impact spiritual formation .
•

The coaching model used in this project intended to be Christian in heart but not
exclusively Christian in method. While any initiatives sought to be in keeping with inner
direction given by the Spirit of God, the coaching process aimed to be holistic and not
limited to spiritual or religious matters.
A variety of different coaching models are in use today, from sport coaching to
I

those coming from business management and organizational development. While the

Ii •
,•
•

,

•

•

•

•

•

,.
•
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sport-coaching model employs a notably different technique than life coaching, business
coaching is, perhaps, the grandfather of life coaching in both technique and outcome.
Life coaching is generally aimed at empowering change for the purpose of .
enhanced meaning and satisfaction in life. An exploration of personal values initiates
•

•

changes in decision making, with the intention that life practices will become more
•

fulfilling. The goal of personal satisfaction, however, nms the risk of reduction to an
•

hedonistic pursuit of personal fulfillment at any cost. One notable divide between
Christian and secular co aching endeavors is the defmition of success and the content of
highest purposes.
Christian understandings of success,however, do not exclude personal
satisfaction and richness of meaning. These can be pursued within the framework of
Christian values and purposes. Life coaching can be used to accomplish personal
fulfillment without abandoning Christian purposes if the client so desires.
Spiritual direction is, arguably, not aimed toward personal satisfaction. Other
dissimilarities exist, one being the direction of change. While spiritual formation works
from the inside out, coaching promotes change in the outer arenas first and foremost. This
study prodded the issue of whether changes on the outside of life have power to
transform the dynamic inner core of a person. Again we confront the questions
surrounding human will and divine grace.
In a conversation recorded in Wesley's journal of 1738, he brings a form of the
same question to his friend, Peter Bohler. Wesley's conundrum surrounded his sense of
being without faith and the integrity of preaching in such a condition. Bohler offers
Wesley this pivotal advice, "Preach faith until you have it; and then, because you have it,
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you will preach faith" (qtd. in \Vorks of Wesley 86). Wesley recorded to this word to be
God's direction for his life and found his experience to validate the word.
A divergence between life coaching and spiritual direction is the time frame in
•

which change is expected to occur. Coaching aims toward immediate, progressive, life
•

enhancement. Spiritual fOimation, however, views transformation as a lifelong process:
•

We need not be impatient; we need take no measurements. As we build a
history with God, others may notice from time to time the good ways that
God is working with us. The effects of such spiritual formation will be
observed, not in terms of abrupt changes, but as a continuous flow. (R.
Foster xiv)

•

To be fair, coaching is also a process, although not lifelong. The skills learned from
coaching, when adapted to life, provide tools for progressive journeying toward growth.
Having new tools in one's toolbox, however, is a different concept from the life long
formation of spirit talked about in great spiritual writing.
•

Despite these distinctions, life coaching and spiritual direction do share some
permeable borders. This project sought to enhance commonalities by honoring the
uniqueness of each client, sharing power, seeking holistic change, and prayerful listening.
Coaching, like spiritual formation, is art, not science. This coaching model was
built to be flexible and able to engage each client in the dance beautifully suited to her
own life.
Life coaching is other centered, not about authority or control. An effective coach
..

believes that the client is "naturally creative, resourceful and whole" (Whitworth,

,

Kimsey-House and Sandhal 3). The spiritually sensitive coach, like a spiritual director,
1

,•

,.
I

•

J

·

•
•

·

will place confidence in the engagement of God's Spirit in the process. God is the expeli

•
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on the client's life. The coach need not be the expert or mentor. Issues that were raised in
coaching appointments were not limited to those in which the coach has expertise.

Coaching aims at whole life change. The client is seen not as pieces of a whole to
be dealt with separately but as one wonderfully connected and integrated being,
.

incorporating physical and metaphysical elements. Because of this holistic view, the life
of the spirit can be incorporated without doing violence to the coaching process.
Spiritual direction is fOllnded on listening: listening to God, listening to the
directee. Coaching is first and foremost listening, not telling. A coach must listen and ask
questions to prompt reflection. The model for this project is built on the use of open,
creative, curious questions, an approach reflecting that of God toward man and woman in
the primordial garden.
Coaching is personal. It is a one-on-one strategic alliance. Like spiritual direction,
the strength of coaching is in the relationship.
Real change, deep change, is the goal. Success is deteImined not by feelings but
by change realized in the life of the client. As in spiritual direction, coaching toward
change rests confidently on the integration of body and spirit and the power of
convergence in any life.

I
!,

1,

Spiritual Practices Defined

i

Spiritual practices are the outward expressions of inner energy. When these inner
I

,

,, .
,

••
·, .

energies flow through and toward God they become life giving and integrative. When
they surge away from or against God they are disintegrative and often destructive.
Spirituality in this sense is not relegated to a few saints and fanatics but is .the daily

,I
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content of every human life. Spiritual practices are authentically Christian when they are
shaped by and embedded in Christian faith.
For this project spiritual practices are understood in the Christian sense as being
any human expression motivated by inward love and desire for God and grounded in
scriptural faith and Christian tradition. These practices include very human sorts of things
such as care for the body, offerings of hospitality, or expressions of art and beauty, as
\vell as spiritually focused endeavors such as attentiveness to the presence of Christ
throughout one's day.
For the sake of this study, spiritual practices are a means of evaluating movements
of the soul. Just as coaching is focused outwardly but engages the whole person, so
spiritual practices are outward expressions of inward intention born out of heart
persuasions. As life expressions become more integrative and life giving, they signal
healthy movement in the sou1.

•

Methodology
.

,,

!,
,,

This was an evaluative study utilizing semi-structured interview processes and
descriptive data collected from two primary sources: interviews and reflective writing.

Subjects of Research Group
The subjects of this study were ten women, each a spouse of a pastor currently
serving within the evangelical church of North America and chosen from a larger pool of
•

1

spouses desiring to experience coaching. The larger pool of subjects represented a wide
variety of denominations, including but not limited to Southern Baptist, Christian and

I

·, .
•

•

Missionary Alliance, Wesleyan, Seventh Day Adventist, and United Methodist.

•
•

..
•

Participants were chosen from this pool based on the following criteria: married to a
.

•

,
•

-,.
.
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•

minister who is cunently in full-time church service, experiencing ambiguity with her
cUlTent state of personallprofessionallife, expressing diminished vocational fulfillment,
desiring change, and willingness to participate fully in all aspects of the project. Subjects
were also chosen for their sense of overall personal wellness and generally positive
,

outlook. \\Then the coaching process uncovered personal issues that went beyond the
realm of the coaching task, two options emerged. The coaching relationship could be
•

concluded with an exit interview and the subject encouraged toward other professional
help, or the coaching relationship could continue, focusing only on issues relevant to the
study while the subject engaged other professional help to deal with outside issues. In this
study all subjects completed the coaching project.

Instrumentation and Data Collection
Input and exit interviews were essential to the data collection. Input interviews
consisted of storytelling and elucidation of cunent life conditions. The connection made
and information gathered during input interviews enabled the coaching event to
crystallize quickly. Exit interviews provided valuable data on the impact of the whole
1

project from the perspective of the subject. Focused on the results of coaching, the exit

,I

J

<
,

,

interview honed into changes in decision making processes, growth in integrative
practices, and identification of effective elements of coaching for spiritual development.
Journal keeping was a requirement for all participants, completed and submitted
I

•;

to me within twenty-four hours of each of their five coaching appointments. Data focused
on the coaching experience and coaching's impact on spiritual practices. Journaling

•

(

·.
·.

!
•
•

questions were provided to guide but not limit the journaling process and were, of

•
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•

necessity, flexible, depending on the flow of the coaching event. Journal entries were

•

used for discussion with the reflection group.
I kept a field journal, noting evidences of life change in relation to spiritual
practices. The field journal case notes included a brief recounting of the coaching
experience, comments on attitudes and shifts in openness, and observable changes. The
field journal was submitted back to the subject after each entry to affirm correctness in
•

perspective and keep communication widely open. Each subject was invited to comment
back to me, and when we were both satisfied that the journal accurately reflected the
coaching event the entry then became data.
Reflection group discussions were used to validate or dispute my conclusions and
hunches, intensify observations, and bring clarity. These discussions also affected the
direction and content of the coaching task itself.

Variables
•

The independent variable in this project was the coaching process itself. Seven
coaching contacts (two interviews and five coaching sessions) over the space of three
•

months provided a window of opportunity through which to experience change in
spiritual practices.
The focus of the dependent variable was the spiritual formation of the subject. For
the sake of this project, spiritual formation is understood as growth within a person's
dynamic core as it is transformed through openness to God. The effect ofthis

\

•,
•
i

,
,•

transformation was articulated outwardly, in expressions of healthy spiritual practices.

•

,
I
•

Development and change in spiritual practices was of key interest in the evaluation of the
•

,

,
•

formation of spirit.

•
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,

As for the intervenjng variables, no experience of life during any given time can
be sterilized and isolated from the whole life experience. A number of human factors
consistently intersected with the lives of the subjects and affected the results. The most
jmportant of these were family systems issues, ministry dynamics, season of life, and
,

religious history. A vast amount of life hurtled round my subjects over a period of three
•

months. Unexpected life crisis occasionally occurred and radically affected an
individual's experience during the coaching period. These kinds of crisis are not wholly
detrimental and actually become both the raw material of coaching and the process of life
into which the coaching aimed .

•

Long established family systems were bedrock in the lives of subjects. Resistance
to change was often related to the impact on the family system. In fact, two of the
•

subjects experienced significant marital disruption as they began to make value-based
changes. This variable had the greatest impact in long-tetm marriages where
communication had long been stifled or unsafe. Where the subject was given space to
,

process life from new perspectives and where, in fact, the spouse joined in the process,
change was viewed as positive and life giving. Spousal disapproval of changes in their

!

mate was a difficult hurdle to overcome.

1

1•

Ministry dynamics are a fOimidab1e force in the lives of minishy spouses. As

,

••
,

dynamic changes occur in church and staff contexts, the mini shy home is buoyed or sags
with the weight One church experienced a staff dismissed for ethical improprieties (not

I

the subject's spouse), and the effect was discouragement, fear, and increased workload
I

for both subject and ministry spouse. Another subject, deciding to make a choice for
"

•

•

personal we1lness was perceived to be disloyalty to the values and goals of the lead

-

•

,.
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,

pastor, and stress was brought to bear on her ministIy spouse to persuade her to relent and
conform. Fear of increased stress and threats of ministry failure, real or phantasm,
conditions ministry spouses to become and remain silent, conceding to unhealthy
conditions and remaining static in their choices.
Season of life issues refer to the subject's age and generation. Age was not a
factor in choosing subjects although season oflife can powerfully affect values,
•

perspectives, and openness to change. Indeed, season of life issues emerged in two ways.
On one hand very practical complexities such as the impact of children in the home, the
death of a parent, or interfamily wars all impacted the choices subjects felt free to make.
In a subtler way, age and generation affected subjects' willingness to see themselves in
new ways and to risk abandoning safe roles for more authentic and admittedly more
ragged, life and ministry.
•

Religious history became so large an issue that it must be mentioned. Religious
history factors include such things as theologicalllnderstandings affecting worldview,
concepts of male and female roles within church and family, and understanding of calling
as it forms a personal identity. Deeply held religious understanding and experience was
able to empower or impede a subject's ability to embrace change. No barrier encountered
in the coaching process was as daunting as this one, since religious views were, at times,
understood to be sanctioned by God. For some subjects, simply to think outside their
religious understanding was tantamount to disloyalty to God, husband, or calling.

!
•
•
•

i

••
,

The possible intrusion oflife crisis cannot be ruled out in a study involving
personal experience over a protracted period of time. Indeed, one subject experienced the

"

,:

".
"

loss of her mother halfway through the coaching period. The death became the river

[:
•

•
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do\\'D. which coaching navigated; all other agendas were set aside. The crisis became a
transfOIming current into which the client and coach entered together.
Delimitations

Participation in this study was delimited to female spouses of ministers in active
service within the evangelical church of North America. My o\\'llionghistory in this role
and many encounters with other spouses of clergy has convinced me that this group
•

,

struggles with an amorphous yet burdensome sense of role that easily collides with a
sober sense of vocation. In spite ofthe daily stress and ambiguity of her role, a ministry
spouse is sometimes expected to achieve spirituality similar to a religious sister,
cultivating and demonstrating a deeply devotional and profound sacrificial spiritual life.
Such a "Protestant nun" may end up being a deeply committed and equally frustrated

,

person. My choice of this group as the subjects for this study was simply based on their
evident need, openness to participate, and accessibility.
The model used for coaching did not go beyond a legitimate coaching model. In
keeping it so, I precluded a number of hybrid possibilities that sweep processes like
discipleship, spiritual direction, mentoring, and coaching into a swirling vortex of
•

whimsical options. As much as possible, the model remained truly a coaching model, and
the value of coaching for spiritual purposes was most accurately tested.
Data collection was accomplished through use of journal entries, coach field

I ,

1

journal, focus group meetings, and entry and exit interviews.
•
•,•
•

,,

Overview of Dissertation
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Chapter 2 of this dissertation reviews the current literature on life coaching.
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Chapter 3 presents the research design and coaching model. The findings of the research
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project are rep0l1ed in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 summarizes and interprets the results of
the project.

•

•
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Life coaching is a developing discipline. Among the wide people-helping menu
offered today, it stands as a specific and focused activity that approaches the necessity for
•

personal change using memory, imagination, and will. Using reflective memory, the
•

client assesses life to the present time. Curious imagining opens up possibilities for the
•

future. Intentional use of the will actuates change.

.

'-

. Life coaching is not just an ad hoc collection of pieces from other disciplines such
as counseling and discipleship but is, rather, a growing discipline that has its own
supporting theories and skills. As the coaching discipline develops, attempts to create a
Christian coaching model are emerging. This literature review investigates basic coach
theory and practice as it has unfolded to date, scanning a sampling of the various voices
,

that are contributing to life coaching as an emerging discipline.
•

Understanding Life Coaching
Life coaching is in the process of being explored, developed, and defmed. Unique

among the coaching art, it cannot be laid across a template of sport coaching or business
coaching. Numerous coach-training sites are emerging on the Internet, each taking turn in
defining coaching. Transformational Coaching web site offers this defmition:
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[C]oaches provide an ongoing partnership designed to help clients produce
fulfilling results in their personal and professional lives. Coaches help
people improve their perfOImances and enhance the quality of their lives.
Coaches are trained to listen, to observe and to customize their approach
to individual client needs. They seek to elicit solutions and strategies from
the client; they believe the client is naturally creative and resourceful. The
coaches jo b is to provide support to enhance the skills, resources, and
creativity that the client already has.
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This short statement encapsulates much that is at the heart of coaching.
Coaching is not a healing craft but is designed to empower growth in healthy
persons. Aimed at the future, coaching seeks solutions and strategies based on the values
and goals of the client. Joined collaboratively in a strategic alliance, client and coach seek
to unearth and release the life already resident, but possibly hidden, within the client. The
coach brings encouragement, support, and enthusiasm into the relationship, endeavoring
. to empower the client to redesign life proactively.
Life coaching is founded on interactive principles of
collaboration
between
two
•
persons toward a common goal. Power and hierarchy do not play well in life coaching,

1

which "involves the active and collaborative participation of both the coach and the
client" (WhitwOlih, Kimsey-House and Sandahl x). The goal of the coach is to notice and
highlight the forces already at work in the life and environment of the client, draw from
•

the client the resources to act with confidence and take greater control of one's own
world. Laura Whitworth, Henry Kinsey-House, and Phil Sandahl have named this
collaborative alliance "co-active" coaching (3). The collaborative principle of life
•

coaching is one of the elements that set it apart from other forms of coaching.
The focus of the coaching interplay is the life of the client. An input interview
before the coaching relationship commences purposes to set an agenda based on the
\

client's life and desires alone. Needs of the coach are inconsequential. The agenda is born

,
•

i

,
••

from within the client, and a coach secures the focus of that stated agenda (Whitworth,

,

I

,

Kinsey-House, and Sandahl 4):
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So while the clients focus on the ongoing changes they are making in their
lives, the coach holds on the agenda. The coach ensures that the clients are

.

· ,.
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•

,ii,,

The absence of power and hierarchy in the coaching relationship makes it a lmiquely safe activity for
women who have experienced abuses of power and marginalization.
I
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always steering toward fulfillment and balance, and are able to engage in
the process of their lives. (4-5)
•

The coaching relationship can be illustrated using a triangle. The coach and client join in
2

a designed alliance for the good of the client. Control of the relationship and all
•

subsequent benefits belong first to the client (see Figure 2.1).
•

•
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Source: Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl 14.
Figure 2.1. Coaching alliance.

Such an alliance relegates all power into the hands of the client. Coach trainers
sometimes use the phrase, 'The answer is in the room." Unlike mentoring, where the
.

I\

mentor holds the experience and many solutions, coaching confidently affllms the client

,
I

j

I

as inherently possessing everything needed for solutions, dreams, directions, and vision.
.

I

The co-active coaching team expresses client confidence in their four cornerstones:

I

I.
!

It
•

I,

t

I

Designed alliance is a term use to signifY the coaching relationship. This alliance i.s designed
according to the needs of the client, utilizing their working and learning styles. The design of the coaching
alliance is mutually established but the client maintains control of the relationship and can initiate any
changes desired along the coaching pathway.
2

•
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1. The client is naturally creative, resourceful, and whole;
2. Co-Active coaching addresses the client's whole life;
3. The agenda comes from the client; and,
4. The relationship is a designed alliance (Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and
•

Sandahl 3) .
•

•

•

In one sense numbers two and three in this list of cornerstones seem to be in
•

conflict. The client's whole life is the focus in the sense that coaching is holistic, but the
.

client is free to limit the coaching relationship in any way. For example, if a client is
working in the arena of career choices and so chooses, a marriage may be bracketed out
of the coaching discussions.
•

Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl make the case, however, that to excel in
one area of life and fail in the rest is not adequate. Their argument is sound in that a client
•

does not live life in discrete compartments but has vital connections between each arena
of life: career, relationships, health, spirituality, etc. "It's hard to pull a thread without
bringing two or three other pieces with it" (8). In this sense a coach must cultivate global
3

listening skills to protect the client from becoming myopic in perspective. A global focus
·

,
I

acknowledges pulled threads but does not negate a client's right to place certain aspects
of life off limits to the coaching process.

1
I1

As collaborators, coach and client stand side by side, without hierarchy. Unlike a

•

I

;\

,i
••

I
J

j

I"

mentor who goes before and returns back to impart knowledge and wisdom, the coach
stands beside the client and in a very flexible human intercourse empowers the client

1, .

•

Global listening is a term describing 360-degree perception that seeks to hear and understand more
than just the words and body language of the speaker. Such listening attaches significance to the whole of
life and seeks to discelll movement at any level. The global listener confers significance on elements often
downplayed and tmderstands life from a holistic viewpoint.
3

I

!1
i

I

,

,.
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toward a stronger life. The coach need not have had experiences similar to the client's
present experiences to be a strong ally.

The Development of Life Coaching Models
As numbers of life coaches burst onto the cultural landscape, various groups
•

wrestle to capture the essence of life coaching. The following subsections are examples
of coaching texts within the same genre of life coaching, each unique in some way.
Groups offering training (and a quick perusal of the Internet immediately presents
.

numerous coach training opportunities) all claim comprehensiveness what they offer, but
the reality is that this genre is still being developed.

4

Co-ActiveS Coaching Process (Whitworth, Kimsey-House and Sandahl)
The co-active coaching process as described in the book by the same name is
framed in terms of creating "being" rather than promoting "doing." Whitworth, KimseyHouse, and Sandahl suggest three emphases to be addressed. These three progress from
surface levels to deep levels, with the last and deepest being the ultimate goal. Simply,
the three are "What do I do?" with emphasis on action, "Who am I becoming?" with
emphasis on being, and "What's next?" with emphasis on self-creation (161).
Things to do abound; places to go are countless; projects to complete pile up.
Coaching aims to help clients .make value-based choices of use of time and energy. The
,\

work of discovering and sorting through options and obstacles, acknowledging impeding

I
•

,

,

,

,;

,
•

I

,
•

,•

,.

I

•
.<

..
I

":

.

I
I

)

.,
,i

:i

•
I

;i

.,•

·

.'
I

•
I

I

·•

I

•
.'

Co-Active Coaching, a 2SD-page text, for inst~ce, does not use any reference or source material.
The coaching method promoted by the book is being created intemally by The Coaches Training Institute,
which is gaining credibility. Similarly, CoachNet material such as Coaching 101 has no reference material.
Coaching is not entirely new and the skills needed are certainly not new, but the scant availability of
written material in the field of coaching demonstrates the newness of the field. Coaching as an artfhI
profession is still being honed .
4

•

"
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factors, and creatively reconstructing demands can rein in the chaos of life and reestablish
meaning (Whitworth, Klinsey-House, and Sandah1161). Although every good coaching
session results in action steps, coaching that stops at the level of finding new things to do
runs the risk of simply overburdening life with new activities. Even productive, valuable
doing~
•

•

if it becomes an end in itself, loads life under weights of oughtness. What begins

as owning and acting, must become a conscious cooperation with the flow of life:
Doing is focused, directed, intentional; being immerses the client in the
flow of life. Doing is about generating, creating, and being responsible;
being is about allowing it to happen, letting go, accepting what is there.
Doing is often a fierce determination to make something happen; being is
blending with the motion of life. (143)
To balance doing and being, say Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl, is to
hold both "water and fire" in one's hands (144).
Because doing is not the fullness of life, investigation into the client's being is a
•

•

core piece of coaching. The discovery and clarification of identity happens over time as
the client learns to think reflectively and insights morph into intentional choices. While
dealing with immediate issues, the client is challenged to examine deeper motivations
and operating principles (Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl 161). In a large sense,
the investigation into values and motivation is both the first and last work of
empowerment. Knowing one's own deeper values and motivations is foundational to
\

constructing a life of meaning.
When successful, the coaching relationship empowers a re-creation of self:

,,
,
,

"[C]lients reach a stage at which much of coaching is about self-creation, innovation, and

I,,
Ii

design with new personal standards and operating styles (Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and

••
i
•

•

i
•~

,,

I
~

l•

.

Co-Active is a term coined and used by Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl in the title of their
book, Co-Active Coaching, and throughout their matcrial. I use the term in the form they have chosen to
5
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Sandahl 161). Perhaps these new standards and styles are simply more accurately
•

clarified values and finer honed motivations. Coaching empowers the client to fllld voice,
own strengths, acknowledge values and priorities, and live these more fully in daily life.
.

.

The idea of process is important in this model oflife coaching. Process means
•

much more than method. Process is both being and being with:
•

The focus of process coaching is on where clients are now and how they
want to be. Process can be compared to the river of life. Life has a
constant flow but it changes fOlm. In one part it is steady, then it hits the
rapids, then a waterfall. There are eddies .and whirlpools, backwater and
swampy parts. It narrows and suddenly speeds up. Process is about being
wherever you are on the river and not trying to dam the river, walk
upstream or stop the river. When you're in the rapids, the only thing to do
is be in the rapids. You can wish it weren't so, but it is the place in the
river you are inhabiting this moment, so there you are ... While you are
busy making plans for the future you are also in the present. You are in the
process of your life. (Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandah 144)
The work of coaching is to be in the process of life alongside the client. Whitworth,
•

Kimsey-House, and Sandahl suggest that the client does not corne to coaching for
process. They come to plan, change, and achieve. In short, they come seeking help to do.
The process of life needs coaching as much as action does. Coaching in this sense is
indeed about being and being with, not just about doing.

CoachNet Model for Church Planters
Coaching for CoachNet is aimed specifically toward church planters and church
growth (Natural Church Development) teams. Despite this focus, the coaching method is

\

an interesting fOlm of life coaching.
. Like the co-active coaching model, the model presented in Coaching 101 is aimed
•

•

,,,

at helping persons "clarify and achieve what they want to accomplish in life and work ... .

•

I•,

[and to] help them live from the core of who they are" (Logan and Carlton 7). This one

i

j

·,

•
•

,

.
•

i

,

use it.
·
•

,
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statement includes both doing and being, although those words are not used. In the
•

coaching model, however, the focus is on accomplishing strategic ministry tasks rather
•

than exploring process as described by Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl. The
emphasis on doing may simply reflect the focus on a strategic task more than a dismissal
of the idea of being.
The coaching model presented by CoachNet is simple to grasp and yet profound.
The method involves moving with clients through five stages of exploration: Where am I;
where do I want to go; how will I get there; what do I need; how did I do? Always action
oriented, the model is designed to assist clients to find out what God wants them to do
•

and then having the strength and support to act (Logan and Carlton 23).
For Bob Logan and Sherilyn Carlton the process of helping people succeed can be
condensed into five steps (see Table 2.1).
•

Table 2.1.
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•

The skills sets require ability listening and asking open, curious questions .
•

. Knowing the answers is not a requirement. During a...ll experience of being I learned
fIrsthand how the power of coaching is not constrained by the experience of the coach. I
engaged a coach, Sherilyn Carlton, wanting to experience coaching personally. She came
with strong recommendations and a reputation as an effective coach. We entered into a
relationship for six months, with coaching events every two weeks. Upon reflection at
year-end I determined that this had been one ofthe best years of my life, largely due to
my coaching experience.
Early in our coaching relationship, Carlton and I exchanged personal information.
•

I was taken aback by the fact that she was twenty years younger than I, expecting her first
child, and embarking on a first church experience as a pastor's spouse. Clearly our

•

•

relationship was not going to involve her mentoring me.
Over the course of the six months, Carlton facilitated an effective coaching
experience. Together we explored issues, many with which she had no experience, and I
found myself freshly empowered to act. Relating to Carlton as client to coach was
revolutionary to me as I experienced coaching to be effective even in arenas unfamiliar to
her. I include this story as a fIrsthand experience of the delineation between coaching and
other people helping tasks that involve answers and discovery.

Christian Coaching Model
The emergence of a Christian model oflife coaching must be addressed. I am
unconvinced that a divide between Christian and non-Christian is helpful. Gary R.
6

Collins makes the point that people are turning to coaches everywhere except the church
(15). He lists arenas that coaching touches: nutrition, fitness, fmances, parenting,
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•

.

marTiage, time-management, etc. He then begins to present an argument for Christian
•

coaching.
Collins defInes coaching:
Coaching is not counseling. It is not for those who need therapy to
overcome disruptive painful influences from the past; coaches help people
build vision and move toward the future. Coaching is not reactive looking
back; it's proactive looking ahead. It is not about healing; it's about
growing. It focuses less on overcoming weaknesses and more on building
skills and strengths. Usually coaching is less formal than the therapistpatient relationship and more of a partnership between two equals, one of

whom has experiences, perspectives or knowledge that can be useful to the
. other [emphasis mine]. (16)
Collins makes important delineations between counseling and coaching. In the next
•

breath, however, he aligns coaching with mentoring. This association is troubling.
The most fundamental problem in merging coaching and mentoring is that coach
and client now do not share power. Although Collins says coach and client are equal, one
holds the experience and knowledge needed by the other. Experience and knowledge,
however, unbalance the power equation. Assigning power is a deviation from other
coaching texts examined herein. His view is evident even in recent advertising arriving at
my home. The brochure defmes the coach as a skill developer, facilitator, and one who

delivers solutions. I would argue that coaching is not about having experiences,
knowledge, or solutions to give the client, but is about drawing these from the client's
own life. Internally inconsistent, Collins later writes that coaching is not about "diagnosis
or giving advice" (19). He seems to be unclear on this point, and his writing is sometimes
contradictory.
Collins uses the image of coach as "guide to a transient culture" (19). People
experience the stress of semi-permanence and a fresh approach to the future is needed:

6

Coaching is growing as an activity of pastoral work in Christian churches.

•
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Effective coaches inspire those they coach with a sense of self-reliance
and deep-seated detennination that is much needed in these uncommon
times. Effective coaches model the future because they are willing to
invent it, design it and insist on it. As for change, they see change as an
asset for getting ajob done, rather than a reason to be afraid. (Hudson 7-8)
The metaphor of coach being guide for a transient culture is a powerful image. In a
culture of constant change, many people are confused and overwhelmed. A guide is a
welcome friend in unfamiliar places. Perhaps coaching has been embraced so quickly and
been received so widely because people are basically afraid to make decisions in a culture
where the landscape changes almost daily. Without maps, guides become essential. If a
coach is truly a guide, however, he or she must have prior knowledge of the terrain. The
•

guide metaphor breaks down at this point. A coach need not know what is ahead. I would
argue that the coach is a companion traveling alongside with eyes wide open: a sounding
board, a motivator, one who helps interpret, one who empowers the future.
Collins is attempting to design a model of coaching that is specifically Christian.
Using language similar to Logan and Carlton, Collins says that coaching "is a way of
helping people find God's vision for their lives and learn to live accordingly" (20). With
that aim clarified, Collins lays out what makes specifically Christian coaching unique:
1. A Christian coach necessarily brings a biblical worldview into the encounter;
2. The devotion of the coach to Christian commitments affects every area of the
coach's life;
3. The faith values of the coach cannot be hidden. Even when a Christian coach
•

tries to keep his or her own values out of sight, they will slip out; and,
4. A Christian coach prays for clients and is not reluctant to discuss spiritual
issues (22).

•

•
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These arguments are unconvincing and confuse the issue of what coaching is all
•

about. I would argue that this view of coaching is coach-centric and not client-centered,
as it should be. Collins tags on small disclaimers such as, "[Still] we respect the
uniqueness or individualities of [clients] and fully afftrm their right to build lives on
values that we might consider not Christian" (22).7 I would argue that coaches who
cannot separate their own values from those of the client, or cannot gift clients with
freedom to pursue their ownjoumey ofwellness, even ifnot a fundamentally Christian
journey, are simply not coaches. Coaching is not discipleship, as Collins admits, but then
•

he puts the art into a discipleship mold.
The distinction of Christian coaching seems to be a weak one. Perhaps Collins
•

hopes that coaching will be better received by the evangelical church if immersed in
Christian language. Other issues surface as one reads Christian Coaching: whether values
themselves have moral qualities, what non-Christian values are worth living into, how
individuals might increase the meaning of life without embracing Christian values, and

•

fundamentally, how Christian coaches might work with unbelievers without imposing
their own value systems onto the client.
Life coaching is as much art as it is method. As art it is not easily categorized into
Christian and non-Christian groupings. Certainly if the coach is a Christian, faith will
8

•

impact some coaching moments. However, since coaching is client focused and not

For the sake ofthis study religious or Christian activities are not lmderstood to have higher moral
quality than more pedestrian expressions oflife. Although values may be expressed in Christian terms, I
lmderstand values, at the abstract level, to be amoral. At the practical level, empowered by human will, any
value, even a fimdamentally Christian one, can be expressed in moral or immoral ways.
7

Possibly the distinction between Christian and non-Christian coaching can be thought of not in the
art and method but in the character of tile coach. For example, a coach who operates with a faith-based
worldview has access to prayer during and arOlmd the coaching event. This need not be downloaded onto
the client but certainly broadens the coach's access to imaginative questions and intuitive insights.
8

•
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coach focused, a Christian coach can as easily coach a nonbeliever as a believer, and in
,

each case effect change. To impose a faith based value system upon a client's values or
being would, to my mind, be unethical.
The line between Christian and non-Christian coaching seems arbitrary and
artificial. Coaching at any level is about client fulftllnient. While the source of fulfillment
is decidedly personal, coaching by Christian or non-Christian will aim toward fulfillment
from meaning and values and not from hedonistic and selfish pursuits, which ultimately
work against lasting fulfillment.
The simple question, "What do you want?" is an underlying inquiry of all
,

coaching. William Glasser's Reality Therapy is the foundation of this approach. Basic
human needs may be labeled differently by various studies, but the essentials are
understood to be the same for all human persons. Glasser asserts that persons will "fulfill
their needs given a reasonable opportunity to do so" (Reality Therapy, 9). To have needs
left unfulfilled causes suffering and discontent at many levels. "The underlying problem
[is]-we all have the same needs but we vary in our ability to fulfill them" (9). Life
coaching attempts to bring personal needs to the surface and then enhance a person's
ability to fulfill those needs.
Most people come to coaching seeking greater fulfillment or satisfaction in their
personal lives:

,

A great deal of the coach's focus is on the path that leads ,to fulfillment or
balance in life. Balance coaching ... emphasizes a structure for advancing
from perspective to planning to commitment to action. Process coaching is
about where your clients stand today in the process of doing life.
(Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl 143)
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Some of what people desire is obviously creature1y: a better paying job, a more fulfilling
•

career, a balanced life, or social success. Delve deeper into this milieu and hunger for
meaning, purpose, influence, or peace come to light. Although personal goals may differ
between Christians and non-Christians, both are equally engaged in the pursuit of deeper
meaning in life. Effective coaching is never about attaining goals and then greedily
hoarding successes. Learning to "be" in such a way that meaningful, fruitful life flows in
•

and out through open channels is closer to the goaL Simply put, life coaching is about
helping people achieve life, or in Jesus' words, 'that they might have life, and that they
might have it (original emphasis) more abundantly" (John 10:10, NIV).
Granted, how a Christian might go about achieving life may be quite different
•

than how a non-Christian might approach the same quest. The coaching practice itself,
•

however, is not the source of the distinction.

Aims and Benefits of Coaching
Coaching is about effecting change. When effective, coaching brings remarkable
reformation as it redirects life through value-driven choices. Barriers to healthy
expressions of life are torn down and replaced with habits that are energizing and life
giving. Coaching depends on motivations of meaning to activate the will to change.
Coaching relies on a foundational confidence that habits can be changed:
It is precisely this ultimate flexibility of habits which is symptomatic of
the existence of freewill or rather is the breach through which the will is
able to operate. The clear and crucial fact is that a humanbeing has it
within his own power to build up habits in himself or to tear do'wn habits
already existing [original emphasis]. Our whole characters and
personalities consist largely if not totally in certain habitual ways of
responding to life situations and here again we see the enormous
importance of our ability to change' our habits; if we lacked that power, we
should be entirely unable to reform our manner of life. (Davis 15)

•

•
•

•

•

•
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•

The phenomenon of flexible habits is completely compatible with doctrines of fi-eewill.
Marshall J. Cook lists seven positive effects of good coaching as implemented in
a business setting. All these seven contribute to the tearing down and then building habits
for achieving life:
1. Developing confidence,

•

2. Diagnosing problems,
3. Correcting perfonnance and behavior,
4. Fostering relationships,
5. Providing guidance,
6. Providing opportunities for conveying appreciation, and
7. Fostering self-coaching behaviors (10).
Writing for a business setting, Cook's insights stop short of the benefits of life coaching
as it is understood for this dissertation. This coaching model focuses on what has gone
wrong, more than what has gone right. Life coaching does contain the possibility of
correction and positive remedial action, but it more strongly promotes the possibility of
the creation of new, adventurous, and proactive behaviors that spill from a fresh attitude
toward life. Cook's list is worth examination because it clarifies a tactical and less
imaginative approach to the coaching task, and also illustrates some ofthe distinctions
between business and life coaching.

Developing Confidence
Cook holds to the idea that attitude matters more than fact when dealing with a
person's self-perception. The philosopher Virgil wrote, "They can do it all because they
think they can" (qtd. in J. Foster 8). Expounding on the importance of self-perception,
•

•

•
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Jack Foster claims that the single most important factor in successful living is attitude:
•

"Humans can alter their lives by altering attitude" (8). The mind has remarkable ability to
•

alter the body, as science has shown. Even more remarkable is the idea that the mind can
•

alter the mind (9). "A '" [coach] can help people change attitudes '" not by commanding
but by restoring ... and releasing" (9). The single greatest factor in radical confidence
•
•

transfonnation occurs when people begin to perceive themselves differently. Coaching is
about the work of perception shifts.

Diagnosing Problems
Life coaching helps a person recognize internal and external barriers to growth
and change. Many barriers to growth come from living unprocessed and unintentional
•

lives. Ferdinand F. Fournies says, "Doing what comes natural is self-destructive" (14).
While life coaching identifies and dis empowers barriers to growth, the core of coaching
is focused on possible solutions and proactive progress in life. To fix what is wrong is not
the same thing as to be a success. As a teacher I have marked papers that were technically
correct, but certainly not top quality papers. The strength of life is discovered in moving
beyond barriers into creative integrative living.

Correcting Performance
. Here life coaching takes a divergent perspective from remedial pursuits. Coaching
is not about avoiding mistakes or being correct. It is much more about risking in order to
grow, which means risking to make mistakes. Micki Holiday makes the point that
•

mistakes are essential to discovery, "If you never make mistakes, you'11 never make
discoveries" (14). A good coach empowers calculated risk, creative "ideaship," and
imaginative adventuring as a way of life. Negative behaviors needing to be addressed are

•
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•

likely those that limit imagination and rob life of meaning. Business coaching and life
•

•

coaching divide on the issue of agenda. The business agenda of empowering people to
increase productivity and performance (including enacting corrections), is radically
different from the work involved when learning to engage life as an inventive,
adventuresome pursuit.

•

•

Fostering Relationships
•

Coaching is in itself a life-giving relationship. Growth toward meaning will often
be realized in the context of relationships. Even when the coaching relationship occurs
over the phone, as many do, the power of a supportive environment for growth spreads
out over other areas of life. Holiday says that the "goal of coaching is to create

•

environments where individuals are motivated to produce results" (x). Speaking of
business coaching, she adds, "That environment must be supportive ... and satisfying to
the degree that employees want to grow in it" (x). Similarly, the life coaching relationship
becomes an environment that is sufficiently supportive and freeing that the client thrives
and grows in it.

Providing Guidance
Business coaching has elements of hierarchy. In contrast, life coaching provides
guidance, but the guidance does not come from a treasure store within the coach or
business, but rather the depths of treasure within the client. As values are clarified and
options are explored together, client and coach reach moments of illumination and
possibility. These, when worked out into specific, manageable, realistic, time-lined goals,
become the tracks on which change travels. The goal of coaching is always change and
growth.

,
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Providing Opportunities for Conveying Appreciation
•

Appreciation is tied to confidence and clearly speaks to the basic human need for
•

recognition and praise. To be known and taken seriously by someone, to be enjoyed and
honored, these are great builders of confidence and personal strength. Because coaching
is personal, these kinds of moments need not be rare . .

Fostering Self-Coaching Behaviors
The goal of effective coaching is to work oneself out of business. Coaching
implants a fresh and daring way to view and embrace life that can be employed in any
situation. "I had a coaching session with myself," was the way one client expressed her
self-coaching to me. My thought was, "She doesn't need me anymore." As the skills of
coaching are applied to life in any and all situations, the possibility of discovering
creative solutions and generating fresh life patterns is greatly heightened .
•

These seven coaching aims are based on the business coaching model. Another
business coaching model that has drawn attention is the Masterful Coaching model
designed by Robert Hargrove. Designed explicitly for executives and leaders, Hargrove
uses aggressive language and powerful images to present the possibility of "bringing
people into alignment with their highest human goals and aspirations, while at the same
time linking them to the needs of their organization" (3). Hargrove perceptively describes
coaching as "listening for people's greatness" and "speaking to penetrate illusions th2.t
get people into trouble" (4). The masterful coaching model, however, is intentionally
targeted for business and leadership at high organizational levels and has an
aggressiveness that is not tuned into the nuances of life coaching as I have experienced it.
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Frankly, the style and presentation of the book is so laden with masculine overtones that
•

it would be detrimental to my clients were I to adopt it as a guiding text.
•

Promoting Imaginative, Adventurous, and Proactive Life Attitude
Life coaching is analogous to learning the skills of ballroom dancing. The client
learns to approach life as an elegant dance, not frenzied and passionate but artful and with
style. Coaching has the power to release a person into an entirely new way of moving
through life. In a sense it is a transformation of attitude, so dramatic as to re-create one's
identity. Covey recounts three poetic lines that he read somewhere and scratched down
on a scrap, while on a trip:
Between stimulus and response, there is a space;
In that space lie our freedom and our power to choose our response;
In our response, lie our growth and our happiness. (viii)
This passage, Covey comments, "beautifully illustrate that we are a product of our
decisions, not our conditions" (viii). The question for this dissertation explores just this:
how coaching changes not just the outer world (one's conditions) but also the being of
one's soul.
Victor Frankl, a victim of German war camps, writes extensively on the concept
of human choice residing beyond conditions. Simplifying and clarifying Frankl's work,
Alex Pattakos derives from his theories seven core principles for life transformation by
way of decision making. These fit very well into the aims of process coaching (tearing
down and building up habits) and are worth noting:

1. Exercise the freedom to choose your attitude [original
emphasis] in all situations, no matter how desperate they may
appear or actually be, you always have the ultimate freedom to
choose your attitude.
•

•
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2. Realize your lvill to meaning [original emphasis] commit
authentically to meaningful values and goals that only you can
actualize and fulfill.
3. Detect the meaning of life's moments [original emphasis] only you can answer for your own life by detecting the
meaning at any given moment and assuming responsibility for
weaving your unique tapestry of existence.
4. Don't work against yourself [original emphasis] avoid
becoming so obsessed with or fixated on an intent or outcome
that you actually work against the desired results.
5. Look at yourselffrom a distance [original emphasis] only
human beings possess the capacity to look at themselves out of
some perspective or distance, including the uniquely human
trait known as your "sense of humor."
6. Shiftyourfocus of attention [original emphasis] deflect your
attention from the problem situation to something else and
build your coping mechanisms for dealing with stress and
change.
7. Extend beyond yourself [original emphasis] manifest the
human spirit at work by relating and being directed to
something more than self. (Pattakos vi)
Helping a person unpack and pay attention to these seven choices is work that fits
well with coaching aims .
.

Dag Hammarskjold writes in his journal, "At every moment you choose yourself'
(19). Whom one chooses to be detelmines so much more than just actions. The choice
detel mines relationships, directions and wellness, and whether or not life will be lived out
of calling or simply out of greed for self-enhancement:
At every moment you choose yourself. But do you choose your self
[original emphasis]? Body and soul contain a thousand possibilities out of
which you can build many I's [original emphasis]. But in only one of them
is there a congruence of the elector and the elected. Only one-which you
will never fmd until you have excluded all those superficial and fleeting
possibilities of being and doing with which you toy, out of curiosity or
wonder or greed, and which hinder you from casting anchor in the
experience of the mystery oflife, and the consciousness of the talent
entrusted to you which is your I [original emphasis]. (19)
The fmest "I" a person can be is the authentic 1.

•

•

•
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Strengths theory has developed around the powerful idea of discovering and
•

building life around one's strengths. The task of capitalizing on one's strengths is life
•

long. The combination of talents (naturally recurring patterns of thought, feeling, or
action), knowledge gathered (facts and lessons learned), and skills possessed (steps of an
activity that bring structure to knowledge) together make up one's strength profile
(Buckingham and Clifton 29). Life coaching employs strengths theory when empowering
persons to live fi'om an authentic self. A life built around personal strengths generates
energy and produces satisfaction.
Boundaries of the Coaching Relationship
•

A coach owns neither the life nor victories of the client. A healthy separation
must always be maintained. To keep healthy separation, a coach must own responsibility
to pursue his or her own wellness and growth, dealing personally with emerging issues
along the way. The client is never responsible for the coach.
The coaching relationship has a natural if not contractual end. A client's growth in
personal power will eventually render the coaching relationship redundant, or perhaps the
•

contract will end and not be renewed. A coach must, at some time, deal with the

•

ambiguous reality of being set aside. The time of separation is a time for celebration and
consolidation of learning. The alliance is successful when human change is achieved .
.
•

Coaching Skills

•

The basic coaching skills are listening and asking questions. Beyond these two,
the power of good coaching lies in the ability of the coach to instigate reflection, promote

•

•

curiosity about life, and empower intentional change. How these skills are used with each
client is as flexible as a dance and as personal as a fIrst kiss. To remove the human

•
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element and try to make life coaching a predictable step-by-step process would be to
•

diminish its power greatly.
•

Listening: Fighting the Forces of Confusion
•

Simply put, the game of coaching is the game of speech. "Speech is a joint game
between the talker and the listener against the forces of confusion. Unless both make the
effort, interpersonal communication is quite hopeless" (Burley-Allen 1).
Listening and speaking transfOlm life. These two simple skills, remarkably, are
often left unharnessed.
,

Listening can engage positive power. To use power and listening in the same
sentence seems oxymoronic. One of the myths of North American culture is that power is
resident in speaking but absent from listening:

In this society we have equated speaking with mastery and power. Talking
is used to gain power ... to punish ... to relax ... and to conceal or reveal.
Not talking to someone is punishment, and so is not listening. Speaking
represents action and power, whereas listening connotes weakness and
apathy. (Burley-Allen 49-50)
A weakness mentality about listening creates resistance to the art. Listeners convey
resistance to another person's power in many ways: yawning, fidgeting, whispering, and
signs of boredom. Listening is a completely subjective act and cannot be forced upon
anyone. If listening is perceived as a powerless rite, it is deemed devaluing, and learning
becomes difficult. In much of American culture, to choose to listen is to accept a
,

subservient role, to be the one passively spoken to, or even spoken down to, rather than
understanding the role as being the one powerfully engaged in listening (50). Sadly, the
one who refuses to listen, tuning the speaker in and out at will, condemns him or herself

,

•
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to a self-focused state. In such a relationship, the possibility of deep meaning is lost and
•

the forces of confusion prevail.
•

When one chooses to listen, make eye contact, respond, and mirror, an exchange
of positive power occurs. Speaker and listener both are empowered when the game of
speech is mutually engaged. This one principle alone is remarkably freeing. Listening
empowers both the speaker and the listener. Speaking and listening is a mutual exchange
of power.
Listeners and speakers share responsibility for communication:

•

[T]he responsibility for effective oral communication must be equally
shared by speakers and listeners. When this transpires we shall have taken
a long stride toward greater economy in learning, accelerated personal
growth, and significantly deepened human understanding. (Nichols and
Stevens 221-22)

Sharing power and responsibility for communication, alternately as listener and speaker,
both discover themselves to be understandable and acceptable (Nichols 17).
A competent coach is conscious ofthe subjectivity of listening. "Information that
conflicts with the listener's present ideas and beliefs may simply be tuned out" (BurleyAllen 50). The prior perceptions of a listener greatly affect his or her disposition toward
hearing. Keeping in mind the power inherent in both listening and talking, a wise coach
will guard against subtle negative dispositions toward a client. Approaching a client with
prior negative perceptions related to the client's inherent worth, the validity of his or her
faith, values, or even competence, is to do a disservice to the coaching relationship even
when these dispositions remain hidden. If receptive, the coach must intentionally choose
an ongoing disposition that is pervasively positive and daringly nonjudgmental (50-51).

•
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Larry L. Barker picks up on filters that might interfere with listening. He names at
•

least twelve: Viewing the conversation as a waste of time because the topic in
uninteresting, being critical of a speaker's delivery style, becoming over-involved
emotionally, listening only for facts and not for deeper interpretations, preparing to
answer before speaker is finished, wasting the advantages of thought speed (up to four
hundred words per minute) over speech speed (up to two hundred words per minute),
trying to outline evelY detail, failure to contain distractions, avoiding difficult listening,
allowing emotionally laden words to intervene with listening, and permitting personal
prejudice to impair understanding (61-65).
•

Wanting to be heard is the basic human yearning to be understood and taken
seriously. Michael Nichols uses the image of lives being co-authored by dialogue.
Listening has not one but two purposes: taking in infonnation and bearing
witness to another's expressions. By momentarily stepping out of his or
her own frame ofreference and into ours, the person who listens well
acknowledges and affirms us. That affirmation, that validation is
absolutely essential for sustaining the self-affrrmation known as selfrespect. Without being listened to, we are shut up in the solitude of our
own hearts. (10)
Listening that affirms and validates happens only when the listener is able to set him or
herself aside and for a time, enter with non-judging empathy into the experience and
expressions of another person.
Perhaps a daringly nonjudgmental posture is what Collins believes is impossible
for a Christian coach to accomplish, in his argument for Christian coaching. Being
positive and nonjudgmental, however, is not the same as being empty ofimderstanding.
An effective coach holds highly tuned perceptions as to the intrinsic worth of human
•
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persons, the potential beauty of every life, and the power of the human mind and will to
•

effect change. These types of values drive an effective coaching engagement.
•

To be positively empowering, listening must engage both heart and head. One
must hear without jUdging and tiptoe humbly into the reality the other person's words
convey. This kind of listening opens up the soul to be encountered and understood.
"Effective listening helps others reduce their emotional level so they can think the
problems through" (Burley-Allen 5). Listening promotes mindfulness and attention,
which in turn promotes change from the inside out. R. D. Laing captures this idea well:

•

•

The range of what we see and do
Is limited by what we fail to notice.
And because we fail to notice
That we fail to notice,
There is little we can do
To change
Until we notice
How failing to notice
Shapes our thoughts and deeds.
(qtd. in Pattakos xii)

Listening is not simply a case of receiving and accepting correct data. Listening is part of
that which makes persons human.:
We defme and sustain ourselves in conversations with others.
Recognition being listened to is the response from another person that
makes our feelings, actions, and intentions meaningful. It allows us to
realize our own agency and authorship in a tangible way. Our lives are coauthored in dialogue. (Nichols 23)
Pushing the thought even further, Nichols says, "Unshared thoughts diminish us not only
by making us less authentic and less whole, but also by eating at us releritlessly (35).
Understanding the necessity of listening for human wellness helps clarify the
purposefulness of the power inherent in listening.

•
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The one who determines to learn to listen faces a great many barriers. I focus on
•

three: semantic barriers, filters, and physical barriers.

Semantic Barriers
Words are symbols representing something greater within the talker. "Meanings
are in people, not words" (Burley-Allen 65). Because meaning is in people it requires
interpretation:

"

•

[N]o people have exactly the same word or expression, meanings are not
in words, meanings are in people. The dictionary contains thousands of
words. However, the average adult uses about 500 of these words most
often, and each has "between 20 and 25 meanings! So, two people can use
500 words with the possibility of 12,500 meanings. A word is simply a
representation of the thing it names or describes. It is not the thing itself,
and may mean something different to the talker than it does to the listener.
(Burley-Allen 64)

The practice of summarizing and restating the talker's words help overcome confusion of
meaning. Because the challenge is greater than simply overcoming incorrect data input,
reflecting back clarifies intent as well as ideas. Meaning is lost when either intent or
concept are misread.

Filters
Filters are essentially interruptions capable of distorting or even destroying the
process of hearing. Everyone has a unique collection of these filters because everyone has
a unique history. Filters range from deeply held convictions such as faith and values to
•

unexamined prejudices and whimsical preferences. Personal experience, having been
interpreted and understood in some way, creates assumptions and expectations about life,
some healthy and some unhealthy. Emotionally charged incidences and intense feelings
can be triggered by words and images. Filters are necessary to understanding and coping
with life in society, but they will intell upt the process of hearing (Burley-Allen 39).

"
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Filters have an even more subtle effect on listening. Filters sometimes cast
•

shadows of valuelessness onto people or ideas. Few things make listening as
unproductive as a subtle devaluing of the one speaking and the messages being received.

9

Commonly people are unaware of the strength or even identity of the filters in
•

their own thinking. If filters are unacknowledged, one cannot possibly be aware of the
power they hold in communication. One sign of strong filters is the inability to
concentrate on the other's point of view. Tuning in and out, restlessness, and difficulty in
sustaining interest all signal that attention is mostly tuned into self (Burley-Allen 14). On
the other hand, consciousness of one's own significant filters accompanied by Willingness
to recognize moments of inteuupted hearing minimizes their negative impact.

Physical Barriers
•

Much of coaching is practiced by way of the phone. A coach may be sitting in her
kitchen in front of a computer, earphone in and eyes on the screen. Life is all around and
devoted focus is essential to productive listening (Burley-Allen 68-69).
Clean listening space is a first step to listening focus. The presence of other
people, TV, radio, scenery, food, or mess, all create noise. Phone connections must be
strong so the voice of the talker can be heard clearly. Listening is enhanced when the
listener does not indulge in behavior that is fidgety, distracted, or multitasking. 10
When the external environment cannot be modified to become non-distracting, a
listener must modify internal listening behaviors or communication will break down.

The Arbinger Institute, in Leadership and Self Deception, argues that something deeper than
behavior determines one's ability to lead and influence others. People know how wefeel about them and
they respond to that, rather than to what we might say. People know when they are being coped with,
manipulated, or condescended to. This argmnent has profound implications for the coaching relationship.
9
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When distractions become invasive the speaker will become aware that the listener is not
•

fully present, and the speaker will be made to feel foolish.
Nonverbal communication is an essential carrier of meaning. The body speaks to
•

•

.

deliver a message beyond the words themselves. The power of nonverbal communication
•

has been measured in various ways. Albert Mehrabian's study on this topic has been
.

widely accepted (see Table 2.2).

Table 2.2. Nonverbal Communication
unication
Words (verbal)
Vocal (tone)

~h

Relative~~~~

== ==

7
38

Body Language (facial expressions, posture,
gestures, eye contact)
55

Source: Mehrabian 74

When coaching is accomplished by phone all nonverbal communication is hidden
fi.'om sight, so the coach must endeavor to hear what cannot be seen. Pitch, rate, and
timber of a voice speak as clearly as words. Variations of tone and spaces of silence all
convey meaning. For interpretation sake, good listeners will ask themselves, "What does
the voice say when I stop listening to the words and listen only to the voice tone?"
(Burley-Allen 71).

Distractions are particularly debilitating when coaching is accomplished by phone appointment.
Because non-verbal cues are missing, intentional consideration of sOlmds, sighs, spaces, and silence is
imperative. This kind oflistening cannot be accomplished in a cacophony of distractions .
10

•

•

•
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When words cease, silence can speak. Although silence may indicate a lack of
feedback, it is often much more than that. "Silence is often interpreted as an indication of
hostility. However, silence may be creative and acceptable-for example, it may
•

communicate sympathy or concentration" (Barker 117). A different kind of silent
happens when a person does not expect to be listened to .
•

Some people are hard to listen to because they say so little, or at least little
of a personal nature. If the urge to voice true feelings to sympathetic ears
is such a driving desire, why are so many people numb and silent?
Because life happens to them-slights, hurts, cruelty, mockery, and shame.
These things are hard on the heart. People who don't talk to us are people
who don't expect us to listen. (54)
Effective listening is pro-active, involving the work of drawing a person out into a
•

receptive relationship. Being able to express oneself to another person is an essential
piece in clarifying thoughts and discovering meaning. In so doing, one's sense of self is
fortified (Nichols 10).
Asking Questions: Awakening Curiosity
The coach relies not on personal experience but on the art of asking questions to
enable the client to move forward. Questions are not used to ascertain what is broken and
needs fixing, nor are these questions formed with the goal of leading a client to a
predictable conclusion. Rather, the questions are meant to cut through status quo thinking
.

and give rise to unexpected discoveries. If the coach were a counselor, he or she might
know before the client what a helpful result would look like. If the coach were a
consultant and expert, the resources and wisdom needed by the client would be within the
coach. Quite to the contrruy, the coach comes into the alliance armed only with curiosity
and invites a client to explore, discover, learn, and change. Destinations are discovered
along the way by coach and client together. The use of creative questions engages clients
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in a living process, quite different from a remedial approach that seeks deficiencies to fill
•

and problems to solve.
Often the traditional approach to promoting change focuses on what is not
working. Such solution-based approaches are founded on the idea that if something can
be fixed it will be successful. This basically mechanistic approach to growth denies
organjc realities. In the mid-eighties, David Cooperrider, inspired by his wife's
perspective as an artist, began to look with an appreciative eye for beauty of human life
and spirit with the goal of amplifying what was already lovely in itself The idea of
appreciative inquiry was born from this exploration and a new approach to promoting
change offered to the current remedial culture. Appreciative inquiry holds to eight tenets

•

•

(framed here in the context of individuals rather than organizations):
•

1. In every [life] something works .
2. .What we focus on becomes our reality.
3. Reality is created in the moment, and there are multiple realities.
4. The act of asking questions of [person] influences [the person] in some
way.
S. People have more confidence and comfort to journey to the future (the
unknown) when they carry forward parts of the past (the known) .
. 6. Ifwe carry parts ofthe past forward, they should be what is best about
the past.
7. It is important to value differences.
8. The language we use creates our reality. (Hammond 20-21)

The positive focus of appreciative inquiry affIrms the value of the individual as well as
the group, and empowers constructive change.
•

Coaching employs the theory of appreciative in through the use of positive
•

questions. The skill of asking open, creative, and curious questions is a hallmark of good
coaching. Questions are a way of focusing on the client's agenda. Questions open the
•

client's life and provide grist for listening.
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•

Whitworth, Kinsey-House, and Sandahl explore the skills of asking curious, open
•

questions. Questions are designed to invite the client to explore and discover. A good
question catches the client off guard and alters the landscape. The answers may come

•

with struggle, but the work of rethinking life is itself energizing and empowering. To
wrestle with ideas seats learning deep in the bones rather than being information simply
inputted from another source (65):
Is the client on track with his vision? Is he honoring his values? Where is
he today? The coach is listening for signs of life, the choices clients are
making, and how those choices move them toward balance or away. The
coach is listening too, for resistance and turbulence in the process. (39)
The cycle of listening, asking creative questions, and listening again, provides both the
•

entry point for the coaching relationship and an ongoing dynamic guide to direct the
coaching event with further questions and continuing listening.
Coaching as a Christian Formation Tool
Brian McLaren makes this statement as he looks at the postmodem milieu of
North American culture:

•

•

. If Christianity isn't the quest for (or defense of) the perfect belief system,
then what's left? In the emerging culture, I believe it will be "Christianity
as a way oflife," or "Christianity as a path of spiritual fOImation."
The switch suggests a change in the questions people are asking. Instead
of, "How can I be right in my belief so I can go to heaven?" the new
question se~ms to be, "How can we live life to the full so God's will is
done on earth as it is in heaven?"
Instead of, "If you were to die tonight, do you know for certain that you
would spend eternity with God in heaven?" the new question seems to be,
"If you live for another thirty years, what kind of person will you
become?"
.

What people seek today reflects a powerful shift in cultural values. Rather than looking
for answers from without, persons are expressing a deep desire for ways and means to

•
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understand and live from what they know is deep within. This shift in values can be used
•

as a catalyst for growth.
•

The use of questions fits very easily into the new cultural milieu. People are not
interested in experts and authority from above. They do, however, respond openly to the
companionship of one who believes in them and promotes their best welfare.
The interest now is about how to live, fully alive and humanely. Being has risen
above doing in many parts of North American culture. Christians are not exempt from
this shift in thinking. Indeed these kinds of longings are an invitation for the church to
move away from a cognitive approach to spiritual life and into patterns that more closely
resemble the example of God himself. Coaching can be a great tool to assist this

•

reformation of life.

Summary
Life coaching is an emerging art, distinguishable from other fOlms of coaching. It
is foundationally relational, based on a strategic alliance between coach and client, and
focused on the client's agenda. As such, coaching aims at empowering the client to attain
.

to a level of life that is at once meaningful, fruitful, and integrative. Though the goal of
•

every coaching event is to enable change in the exterior world, the work of coaching is
fully aligned with interior exploration and subsequent shifts of attitude, perspective, and
self-identity.
The tools oflife coaching are simple: listening, asking creative questions, and
empowering action. An effective coach puts her or himself aside and enters into the life
of the client with sincere attentiveness and joyful hope.
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Life coaching is both art and method. As such it remains uniquely creative,
•

engaging the memory, imagination, and will for the purpose of intentional change. It does
not pretend to be more than that. On the other hand, it is not less than that.

•

•
•
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CHAPTER 3
•

DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Problem Revisited
Jesus made clear that to identify with him was to follow: "Follow me" (Mark
2: 14, NRSV). Christians follow, and what they follow is a person, Jesus the Christ.
Christians have begun using the term "Christ-follower" to clarify their spiritual

•

journey in witness. To follow is to embrace a journey, and in Christian terms the
journey is one of salvation, sanctification, and glorification.
The journey in this case is a soul journey, one of personal transformation,
inward first and then outward. The destination is often far off, a distant land: "The
distant land is the new creature into which Christ wishes to fashion us

the whole

and holy person that finds his or her uniqueness, identity and calling in Christ"
(Benner 26).
The soul journey gives priority to the inward life. The terrain of the inner life
is often unexplored in any depth. The way requires discernment and companionship.
Protestant evangelicalism has some well-traveled maps for the first stages of
this journey: the Four Spiritual Laws, the prayer of salvation, discipleship material,
emphasis on Scripture memorization, etc. The paths through more mature stages of
spiritual journeying are less defined, however: union with God, learning the life of
prayer through love, detachment, and embracing mystery.
An essential piece of the classic answer to the quest for ongoing spiritual
journeying is spiritual companionship. A spiritual companion has a more intentional
purpose than simply being another accidental tourist along the way. Such a

•

•
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•

companion stands guard over one's soul and helps discem the voice of God directing
.

,

the way. The spiritual companion who understands this kind of joumeying is largely
•

absent in the Protestant context. Those who long for spiritual direction and guidance
for their soul journey are hard pressed to find a suitable companion. Finding a person
prepared in and skilled with the ancient craft of spiritu'al direction is an ongoing
challenge, hence, the emergence of other crafts. For the purposes of this study the
craft of life coaching is under examination.

Purpose and Research Questions
Life coaching is fast becoming a popular cutting-edge craft. Still in its
formational phases, it is being explored and shaped through use as much as through
study. The attention of evangelical pastors has been captured by the idea that
•

coaching might be one way of providing spiritual direction to parishioners. The
results seem to be positive. Persons receive individual attention, are guided toward
positive change, and experience personal growth. What has not been detelmined,
however, is how the human spirit is formed toward Christ through the application of
this craft.

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of a program of life
coaching on the spiritual formation practices of ten individuals. An ongoing process
of reflection by the subjects, coach, and reflection group was used for evaluation.
The intent 0 f this study was to look for connections between the coaching
experience and spiritual formation in the subjects' lives. The fmdings are qualitative,

•
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purposefully seeking insights into the value of coaching as a tool for spiritual
•

formation.

Research Questions
Life coaching is not primarily designed to be fOlmative for the spirit.
Commonly practiced as a quest for maximizing one's personal potential and
satisfaction, life coaching is a craft that can be used to move persons in a hedonistic
direction. Contrarily, spiritual formation is unquestionably about inner movement
toward God-life, with personal satisfaction only a small subplot. As a craft only
recently emerging within current culture and still in the process ofbeing defined, life
coaching stands small beneath the great shadow of the ancient monolith of spiritual
formation history, which seeks purgation (death to self), illumination (transformation
by God's loving presence), and overall harmony with God (through surrender to
Go~'s

Spirit and control.) The postmodem craft oflife coaching does not aim to

accomplish these ancient purposes, but rather aims toward personal well being and
fulfillment. The research questions attempt to clarify some of this apparent paradox.
The first research question probes the major coaching focus of decision
making and the exercise of human will for purposes of change. Human action results
from inner motivation, but does it also generate inner motivation'? This question seeks
to address the issue of empowerment. A growing sense of empowerment results from
coached decision making and action steps. Empowelment, as it spills over into
spiritual life, may enable spiritual practices to be rethought, composed into a uniquely
fitting fOlm, and embraced with new depths of meaning.

•
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The second question seeks to discover what elements of the coaching process
•

are closely associated with observed changes in spiritual disciplines and practices.

Research Question #1
How do the effects of coached decision making (human will and action)
impact spiritual practices?
Since life coaching is aimed at designing and acting oneself into a new reality,
"doing into being," the issue of decision-making becomes paramount. Coaching
draws out values and places those values into prominence in the decision making
process.

T~e

goal is to learn to make decisions from a value-based platform and know

oneself empowered to act those decisions into being within environments that mayor
may not be supportive.
Theologically speaking, this raises the historical debate about the reach of
power of human agency. Free will is divinely appointed but the extent of freedom and
power of human willing appears to have limitations, seemingly connected with the
,

ability to alter one's soul condition.
Direction of spiritual growth is key in this question. Spiritual transformation
has long been understood to begin within as an act of transcendence and move
outward as motivations and values change. Human will is not absent but is
understood as a secondary operation, specifically a conscious cooperation rather than
initiation of change.

In the life coaching model, engagement of human will is the primary
operation. Taking ownership of one's own life and moving toward alignment with

•
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personal values brings growing wellness and satisfaction. This study seeks to explore
•

whether or not it also brings we1lness to one's soul, a difficult thing to measure.
The subjects of the study were thus asked to pay attention to the growing
sense of personal strength and observe if this strength also empowered their spiritual
practices. To direct this reflection, journaling questions were used: "What is the key
decision you are facing at this time? Reflect on this decision making process from the
perspectives of your history with the issue, your values, and your gremlins. What
changes are you making in your spiritual practices at this time (if any)'?"
The field journaling process paid attention to the subjects' practices of
decision-making, understanding ofthe breadth of spiritual practices, and how growth
in healthy decision making affected spiritual activity.

Research Question #2
What elements of life coaching contribute most significantly to growth in
spiritual practices?
Subjects, having experienced coaching in very different ways, were asked to
reflect widely on this. Coaching sessions were not focused on growth in spiritual
practices but rather on holistic life changes as they relate to major issues in an
.

individual's life. Personal reflection on the impact of growing wellnesson spiritual
practices was a key piece of data. This data was most clearly collected from the exit
interview, as client's reflected back on the entire process. The interview included
these questions: "What piece of the coaching process is most impacting your ability
to make and act on value based decisions", and "how has this impact been evident in
your personal engagements with spiritual practices'?"

•
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Subjects of Research Group
•

Ten women spouses of full time ministers were chosen from five evangelical
,
•

denominations across the United States and Canada. Age was not a factor in choosing
•

subjects, but all were mature women who had been in ministry with their spouse for
five years or more. Persons considered for the study all demonstrated some level of
self-awareness and expressed ambiguity within their current life situation, diminished
satisfaction in ministry roles, and a strong motivation for change. Beyond this,
subjects were chosen for a sense of personal wellness, ability to reflect and express
personal experience, and willingness to commit to the project. The Subject
Questionnaire (see Appendix A) was the tool to determine the subject's viability for
the study.
At any time when emergent issues became ones of deep personal brokenness,
the subject was encouraged to pursue professional help and guidance in a fonn was
most suitable for her. Both subject and coach agreed not to allow these issues to
dominate the coaching sessions. Coaching as used in this study is not intended to be a
therapeutic craft.
Instrumentation and Data Collection

Evaluative material was gathered from coaching sessions, journaling, and
semi-stlUctured interviews.
The model of life coaching used in this project affirms that the agenda belongs
to the client. Keeping that in mind, the coaching process used a map to provide some
continuity among the ten clients. Although the map provided a context in which to
access issues, the client's personal life concerns determined the content of the

•
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journey. As coach, I chose four avenues on which to travel during the coaching
•

sessions, understanding that one or more sessions may take on a completely different
•

focus. Flexibility is essential in any living relationship. Each session built on the
previous one. The coaching sessions were accessed using the following map of issues.
Although every coaching relationship began with values clarification, not all subjects
dealt with every issue, nor were the issues used consecutively in every case.
•

Values Clarification
The greatest opportunity for joy is found when a person lives as close as
possible to what she values most. "The link between values and fulfillment is so
obvious it may be invisible" (Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl 119).
Discovering values is simply discovering self: Why life works, what is deeply loved,
.

.

and what is important. The coaching task in this project began with the work of
uncovering values. The client was encouraged to understand how trying to please
people or look good for others can do violence to personal values.
Decision-Making Practices
Decision-making is essential to daily life. Decisions sweep by in a volume too
numerous to record. One might expect that expert decision-making skills would be a
prevalent, and yet many decisions made are based on poor criteria or randomly and
without intentional direction. The result of decisions flowing from other than personal
values is inner discord and outer chaos. Coaching session two investigated current
decision-making processes to prompt new thinking about this daily activity.

•
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Personal Definition
•

Taking back one's own life and participating in one's own personal defmition
•

is an essential step toward fulfIllment and meaningful living. This session sought to
expose areas of life that have been co-opted by values and agendas not owned by the
subject.

Gremlins
A gremlin is the inner voice that abhors change and protects the status quo
(Whitworth, Kimsey-House and Sandahl 25). A gremlin is a liar and a repeater of
lies. A personal gremlin is often very well known from all the uninvited appearances
it has madein the past. Gremlin language usually sounds like this: "I should be
•

stronger; I shouldn't beso needy; He won't like it if I do this; 1 can't succeed on my
own; I don't have the talent to accomplish this" (26). The gremlin holds great power
to inhibit change but can be unmasked and disempowered. This session used the idea
of gremlins and internal lies to address barriers to growth.
Journal keeping was a requirement of all participants, completed and
submitted to the coach within twenty-four hours of each of five coaching
appointments. Subjects were asked to journal on questions such as, "How does the
focus of to day's coaching session connect with your spiritual practices?" As the
coaclllng events progressed 1 found the reflection questions needed to be specifically
chosen for each individual.
Each journal entry was submitted to me within twenty four hours of the
coaching event, usually bye-mail. The subject had complete control over the level of
disclosure in the journaling exercise. Journal entries were collected and catalogued.

•
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For purposes of coaching, identities were known, but for the purposes of the study,
•

numbers were assigned to each subject.
•

As coach, I kept a field journal and entered observations after each coaching

•

session. The field journal was a fuller reflection of the coaching session: topic of
.

appointment, obstacles emerging, paths chosen, accomplishments recorded, resources
needed, and commitments made.
The field journal included reflection on both coaching event and the client's
reflections on that event, noting evidences of change in spiritual practices. After each
session the field journal entry was forwarded to the subject for approval and comment
•

to ensure that the reflections seemed to be accurate.
•

Semj-structured entry interviews with each subject were conducted

hnmediately before coaching commenced. The entry or input interview was used to
establish the relationship and provide a beginning point unique to each subject
through the exploration of personal story. This interview also established logistical
agreements such as appointment times for coaching sessions and set into place
coaching boundaries satisfactOlY to the subject.
•

Upon completion of the coaching relationship an exit interview further probed
the subject's perspective on issues related to the research questions: notable changes
in decision-making processes, growth in spiritual practices, and identification of
effective elements of coaching for spiritual development. The exit interview also
provided healthy closure to the coach/client relationship and an opportunity to wrap
up any loose ends .
•
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A focus group consisting of fmIT persons plus myself convened nine times to
•

•

discuss the ongoing project and resultant issues. The discussions were used to
validate or dispute conclusions arrived at by the coach, intensifying observations and
clarifying issues. These discussions also affected the direction and content of the
coaching task itself.

Variables
Spiritual practices are the dependent variable of this project. Such practices
are understood tobe outwardly articulated expressions of the inward realities of the
spirit development. The independent variable is the coaching process itself. This
study intends to describe the effects of life coaching on the formation of one's spirit,
and made evident in spiritual practices. Since coaching operates within the context of
real life, the intervening variables are embedded in life experience, predominantly
family systems issues, ministry dynamics, season of life, and religious history.
Human life, left alone, has the force of a powerful weather system relentlessly
moving across the continent. The coaching process aims to make the most of human
ability to will and act but cannot contain or control the vicissitudes of life. The
subjects ofthis study experienced coaching within the context of a real life involving
other persons, existing agendas, responsibilities, and history. True to life, coaching
for this project was not sterilized and isolated from interruptions. On occasion an
unexpected life crisis demanded urgent attention and diverted the focus c;>fthe subject.
(

As coach my work was to use the intrusion as the raw material of the coaching
process. At their finest, coaching skills engage unpredicted happenings and weave
them into the balance of life in positive ways.

·
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The coaching process engaged subjects in the many tasks of enacting change,
from exploration of motives and values, to empowered action. Each subject was
challenged to examine her path of life aided by the map of issues (values clarification,
decision-making practices, personal defmition, and gremlins) adopted to guide the
coaching relationship. Over a space of three months an opportunity for significant
change was established, making use of dynamics of habit transformation and
empoweIment. As coach I stayed as close as possible to the framework of the map,
allowing each subject to fill in the content of each issue with personal reflection on
her life experience. The process retained a strong continuity between coaching
relationships while remaining flexible and dynamic.
The definition of spiritual formation used in this project is formation of a
person's dynamic core as it is transfOlmed through openness to God. Being both
personal and dynamic, spiritual formation is a profoundly intimate life force.
Although the coaching process focused on the articulation of outward life change, the
project used the art of reflection to identify resultant movement within the dynamic
inner core. Movement in spiritual practices was the dependent variable used to
measure the interchange between movement in the inner core and spiritual self•

expreSSIon .
•

Data Analysis
The data intensified as it was collected, each subsequent coaching event
compounding and elucidating the previous material. Reflections were passed between
subjects and coach numerous times for clarification. Beyond reflections, the exit
interviews exceeded expectations as a source of data. Subjects were able to express

•
,

•

•
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clear examples ofthe impact of coaching on their spiritual lives and practices. My
•

field journal notes stabilized the whole coaching process by marking each event and
stating plainly evident movement, barriers, and observations.
As researcher and data processor, I admittedly brought my own perspective
and bias to the task. Many of my own experiences over twenty five years as a
ministry wife were confirmed by stories emerging during coaching events, and at
times the challenge was to not launch into a mentoring or a spiritual director mode.
My conviction remains that the current role of "pastor's wife" in evangelicalism is
often detrimental to the woman ftlling the role. Because church, God, submissive
roles given to women, personal calling, and Christian sub cultural expectations all
seem to become one Gordian knot, pastors' wives have a great challenge in separating
healthy human volition from issues of obedience and surrender. Having been a life
coach for the past four years, I was eager to explore the impact of this art in the lives
of persons who are fully committed to God and yet often frustrated by life. Coaching
addressed this issue squarely, beginning with an exploration of personal values and .
focused on volitional action.
The data from all sources was examined through narrative, explored for
descriptive statistics and collated into patterns and repetitions. Originaltranscripts of
all coaching events were compiled in one binder along with notes from reflections,
•

ongoing e-mail conversations.fieldjournalentries.andinterviews.Using a
storyboard-type method, the data was combed repeatedly and collated thematically. A
series of charts were fonned to classify data and systematize the vast amount of
qualitative material that had been gathered. Data began to organize into distinct
••,
••

•
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categories with clear delineations. From this process emerged three efficacious
•

coaching.practices and three common growth outcomes.
The reflection group played a significant role as a second level of insight. As I
examined the data for notable patterns, altered directions, and significant steps of
growth, the reflection group combed my [mdings for missing clues and hidden links.
The ongoing round of conversations provided insights into the value of life coaching
as a spiritual formation tool.

Delimitations
Subjects were ten women spouses of acting evangelical ministers, residing in
the United States or Canada, who expressed commitment to vocational ministry as a
lifelong calling.
The coaching model followed closely to the model of life coaching as set out
by the Federation of Coaches. Processes and materials commonly used for
discipleship, mentoring, or spiritual direction were intentionally excluded.
This qualitative study used journals, semi-structured interviews, and reflection
group focus for data collection.

•
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CHAPTER 4
,

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The experience of coaching ten ministry spouses for a period of three months was
far richer and more demanding than I expected. Without exception the coaching process
generated profound changes in each woman's thinking 'and way of being. The depth to
which they were willing to explore life clearly demonstrated their great longing for a new
,•

way of wholeness. A faith witness rose in each, over time, and became the bedrock on
which profound decisions were made and

enacted~

Over the three months of this project,

life intruded with great gifts and deep valleys. Two of the women endured severe marital
1

stress. One,woman traveled with her husband into a time of questioning his call to
ministry.2 Staff situations were detonated, memories surfaced, lies were unmasked, and
3

children were helped. One woman lost her mother in death.4
Despite the challenges, all ten women were able to complete the project, although
timelines and appointment schedules became fluid. Nine clients were coached by phone,
one face to face. The dynamic of phone coaching was not detrimental in any way.

Both maniages were challenged by the intrusion of the woman's ''voice'' speaking her truth.
Although entirely different circumstances sUITmmded each woman's life, finding voice included an
\mwillingness to cooperate quietly with ideas and events that were detrimental to her wellness.
1

2
•

,

In this case the woman began to question her own wellness and the conversation flowed into a

discussion of the effect of ministry as it was being lived on her husband and family. A very positive time of
honest reflection ensued, and rather than leaving ministry this minister radically confronted unreasonable
expectations on his time and psyche and began to make decisions that enhanced the wellness of the whole
family.
The issue oflies was present in almost every coaching relationship. One client faced a deep
network oflies that were powerfillly influencing her life. This process was difficult but freeing.
3

The death of a parent is a catalyst for much interior work. The relationship of mother and
daughter had been raised in previous coaching events and then the death occurred. Although this put stress
4

,

•
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•
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•

Profiles of Subj ects
All the subjects were women married to full-time evangelical pastors. All had
been in ministry five years or more. The most experienced had been in ministry for
twenty-seven years. Two had international experience, serving in churches overseas. Four
denominations were represented: United Methodist, Christian and Missionary Alliance,
s
Free Methodist, and Southern Baptist.
•

•
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Figure 4.1. Profile of coaching clients .

•

Subjects' ages ranged froni 32 to 53. All had at least one post-high school degree, and
•

only one had had no fOImal Christian training. Surprisingly, only three had ever been in a

,!•
•

,
1

!•
·
•

,

on the coaching structure, we were able to be flexible and use the death as an opport1IDity for deep
reflection.
S Denominational affiliation did not play any role in choosing the client.
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fOImal discipleship relationship/ program, and none had had an experience with life
•

coaching.

Coaching and Spiritual Practices
Spiritual practices, for this study, are the habits and disciplines of life that express
one's inner fire, or eros, into being (Rolheiser 6-11). I began from a perspective that
every person on earth has spiritual practices, for good or for ill. These lead either to
greater integration of one's true self with others and God, or greater disintegration. In this
sense, integration would involve the direction ofwellness, or whole-person health. Client
#9 reflected on this idea.:
I think life-coaching empowers and matures and does take people to the
next level of health, if they are ready and willing to invest in that. I don't
know if I am ready to say that all health is spiritual health, but if I begin to
see Christianity as holistic and not compartmentalized, I begin to
appreciate that growth in any area of my life shores me up for greater
spiritual [original emphasis] capacities.
The holistic view of spiritual practices enables a person's faith to become integrated.
•

Recurring themes ofwellness surfacing from the coaching experience revolve
around values-based decision making, freedom to make choices for one's own wellness,
and learning to speak one's own truth, to fmd voice. The first of these, value-based
decision making, was a matter of discovery, and the second two related mostly to

•

permissions. Thus the task of coaching became two major endeavors: unearthing and
•,

•

,

,

•

•
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Unearthing is the tender work of gently chipping away at crusty layers of false
beliefs and broken understandings of self, and then tenderly brushing the dust away so

•
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that what is beautiful and radiant is discovered. The task of discovery was accomplished
•

with the use of creative probing questions. At times the answers to these questions
surprised us both, and the brilliance of the unearthed treasure took us as client and coach,

•

into deep silence too sacred to break. One such moment occun'ed when working with
Client #3, who listed her values as commitment, unconditional love, hard work,
•

acceptance, and honesty. In her description of personal satisfaction, she dropped a clue
•

about the falseness of the listed values by saying, "My experience of ministry [twentyfour years] has gone from being an outflow of healthy, God-centered life focused on
•

people, to a programmed, relentless, draining, all-consuming, selfless doing, doing,
doing." As we separated values from ministry6 we discovered together that this client has
learned to live a life of hard work, commitment, and the other values listed, but in her
soul those are not her values at all. She truly values freedom, beauty, human kindness,

7

•

and laughter. This discovery was such a profound revelation to her that it shook the
. foundations of her view of herself (she was not a drudge), her attitude toward ministry (to
do what she loved and valued might possibly be her calling), and her way of being before
God (her spiritual practices could center around values and she could shed the
\

burdensome obligation spiritual practices had become).8 What came to light was more
I

,
•

i.

!

radiant and beautiful than she ever imagined for her life. In the luminosity of truth, she
stumbled onto a grand hope for her life.

,

i

••

I discovered that ministry life so consumed most ministry spouses that the first task was to
separate their tIDderstanding of self from their tIDderstanding of "self-in-ministry. "
6

7
•

Human-kindness is the chosen language of the client.

In this case as in others, the woman was rarely living out of her own values. Every area oflife
from ministry tasks to her personal experience of God was affected. Her pervading sense of desolation in
8

•

••

life could be largely traced to this fact.

•
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•

Giving permission was central to almost every coaching event. Whether the
•

pel mission was for a woman to fully grieve her mother's death for more than two weeks,9
•

even withdrawing from church events for her well-being, 10 or simple things like not

•

answering the phone when she was weary, these women seemed to need an outside voice
to affllm a wellness choice. Coaching is sometimes the task of inventing a new affrrming
voice within.
•

To build permission I listened for statements of self-denial not based on lifegiving foundations and kindly challenged them. Client #8 lives on the church property,
•

.

with a small playground in her immediate backyard. She expressed simmering anger at
the endless interruptions, at the stream of people who arrived at her home any hour of the
•

day, and on any day of the week. She felt obligated to answer the door whenever her car
was home and people knew she was inside. She was forced, she felt, to spend hours
•

outside with women from the church who brought their children to play, at the expense of
her own family's needs. To have a day off, the family had to leave the house. Restful
living seemed beyond her grasp. I I The day she realized that she had pel mission to claim
the same freedoms and choices available to all godly women she came upon a life-

\

changing freedom. In the exit interview, months later, she stated that the greatest change
•·

in her life came when she realized, after ten years of ministry, that she had the power to
make her own choices in lifestyle and ministry involvement. "I realize I have a choice in

•

life, even though I am a pastor's wife," she said. "I can't tell you how huge
that is. I am
.
.

The issue of good grief is not the topic of this work, but it was shocking, if not surprising, to
experience with this client the pressure from significant others to recover from grief in a short time.
10 To excuse one self from services seemed to be a choice of great risk to most spouses.
II Adding to her intensity on the subject was the fact that "restful life" was a personal value.
9

•

•
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already using that power to choose. I have a plan, and instead of life happening to me I
•

am working with what is best for me."

Values-Based Decision Making

•

During the exit interview all but one subject named values clarification and its
imnact on decision makin!2: as the most noteworthy issue raised bv coachin!2:.

•

•

•

•

o Significant (90%)
• Insignificant (10%)

Figure 4.2. Percentage of clients naming values as significant.
•

\
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Client #10, who had unearthed a strong personal value of autonomy, 12 spoke of

I

,..•
I

the impact of this understanding on her marriage as well as her choices:
•

The discussion on core values was most important. I see that down the
road this is going to be helpful for me. I had an important conversation

•

•

This client initially rejected autonomy as a value because she thought it "un-Christian" although
she could not deny that this value insinuated itself into many experiences. At first this was thought of as a
failure in Christian character, and not a value to be honored. Another client who unearthed the same value
and embraced it immediately was thrown into confusion by her spouse who took offense to the idea that
autonomy was one of her values and she e-mailed back to me wanting to change it. After some dialogue
she embraced the reality of what was and lmderstood that values do not have morality. She began to
tmderstand that the value of autonomy brought certain strengths into her life and she could use it in
powerfhl ways .
12

.
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.

•
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with my husband about my values and discovered that his were very
different than mine. It put into words our differences [in fifteen yec:rrs of
marriage]. We had never thought of it as a core way ofliving, more
important, maybe, than personality. It helped us understand things about
each other. Since understanding the strength of the value of autonomy in
me, this piece of the puzzle has struck such a cord with me. When I
became honest with myself about how this works in me and for me, I
began to see it as a good thing.
•

Later in the same interview she said, "Learning that God made me with these values

13

helped me become more aware of them and able to use them to guide my practices,
without fighting within myself. ,,14
Knowing one's values opens up a new grid through which to make decisions.
Client #6 named values clarification as noteworthy:
•

I've never sat down and talked about my values, thought about them, or
had a conversation about how my choices could be made within my
values. On Sunday I was asked to join a certain activity at church and I
thought about my values and said no. They were shocked. I had never
done that before. I have never chosen based on values.
This client has likely thought about her values, but in ways that were not clarified or
processed with another person. Coaching provided her with focused conversation to help
her unearth and refme deeply held values.
For some, the unearthing of values was a difficult task. Such was the case when

\

•
I.

I
I
!,
•

i.

real values seemed to be replacing those considered to be spiritual values. When life had
been given completely over to ministry and the role of pastor's wife had become a source

,,

,

of identity, work, relationships, and fulfillment, values were replaced by ministry goals:
serving others in the church, supporting my husband in ministry, influenc'ing people for

The client's theologicallmderstanding that values are "given by God" is not a view that was
promoted through the coaching conversations. She is reflecting through her own theologicallmderstanding
and in her own 1m-coached words.
.

•

•
•
·

•

.•
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Christ or God, and having a God honoring home. Client #9 voiced the anxiety that
owning her values (for example, being fit and winning) might make her out to be
unspiritual: "I have attached morality to my values and feel some are wrong or
unspiritual." In time these women began to look beyond their roles and see that their own
•

values resided within themselves as part of their personhood. Client #5 discussed roles
•

and values:

I am trying to see myself outside the role and being more of an individual.
I have learned that mostly I am myself, and not a role. I took a lot of
courses at seminary and they were great and wonderful and direct about
how we should be we learned what the role was but not how to do that
without becoming the role. I just became the role. It is sad because I tried
so hard. All ministry wives want is to serve God and it sometimes
becomes bad. It is a thankless jo b, really. I found it so interesting to
understand my values. Now my husband is quick to point out when my
values are affecting something. Butnow I am just sitting down with God
and not because I have to prepare for something or "do" my disciplines. I
focus on my relationship with him and not because it is required of me.
.

•

.

Moments of illumination were interspersed with dark times of doubt. Changing one's
deep understanding of self seems to be a process of stumbling forward into light.
Client #4 unearthed a value of respect. The impact of this on her decision making
practices were profound. At work she was easily being intimidated and used, at best, if
not abused. She decided to treat herself with the respect that she valued and was willing
to give to others. That week she turned to an abusive coworker and said, "I can't believe
you said that to me. I haven't gotten to where I am in life by being a complete bimbo, you
knoW!,,15 Later the woman at work apologized to her.

After accepting one's values and owning them, the challenge became how to employ them in
life-giving ways.
15 When a muted voice begins to speak very often the first words are not pleasant. Very often the
words are angry, tm-moderated.
14
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We laughed togetherwhen she told me of this outburst. She was not quite
•

diplomatic, but things had already begun to shift. Within a very short time her place at
•

work changed, and she began to be treated with respect. When she was not, she refused to
.

let herself be treated with disrespect. At home she put a sign in her bedroom: "I am
Courageous." Her husband asked her, "Are you really courageous?" She said, "Yes I
am." She stopped putting herself down in the presence of her family, and there too, with
her teenage son and husband, things began to change for the good. Client #4 commented
on this in her exit interview:
It is so liberating not to have to be intimidated by everyone. I've gotten
pretty feisty [she laughed]. A couple years back I would have never
expressed these things. I thought it was not Christian. I realize that when I
act like I am worthy of respect, others give me respect.

A healthy self-respect seems to be fundamental in developing healthy relationships.
Client #3 had the greatest epiphany in the area of values. She was completely
worn out by twenty-four years of ministry, having willingly taken on any task given to
6

her, and many that were of her own choosing.1 In so doing she completely lost herself,
and despair was deeply embedded in her heart. She first discussed things such as hard
work and commitment as her values. She owned them while admitting she hated them.
When we talked and began to sift past the baggage of ministry life she unearthed the
priceless jewels that are her values: freedom, beauty, human kindness, and laughter. In a
•
•

reflection she wrote:
When I look at my values I see they were deftnitely not lived out in my
spiritual practices. My devotional life has been up and down for many,
many years. I would consider it "up" when I was able to set some time
aside for it, time for bible reading, journaling, some kind of prayer,
These women are fine ministry people. Many have already given a lifetime of sacrifice on every
level. Their issues were made poignant by the depth of this surrender to the Christian cause and the weight
of burdens they have carried.
16
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reading a book, etc. My expectations for my devotional life, like
everything else in'my life was so high and required so much that it was
very difficult to sustain. It was largely based on what I wrote down as
values-hard work, commitment, honest, unconditional love, etc. But I
would just run out of discipline and self control, and then feel as if I had
failed, which made me feel that God would surely reject me because I had
failed, not measured up. I always had a sense that his unconditional love
would run out.
So when I look at beauty, freedom, laughter, and human kindness I see
that they are definitely not lived out in my spiritual practices. For me this
represents an abrupt tum around in my thinking and beliefs. This will not
only change how I put myself in God's presence but also my perception of
God and my interpretation of what I think he requires.
I think the question I have to ask myself is what would my time in God's
presence look like if it were based on my value system? If laughter is a
value, being in the presence of God should involve laughter and a sense of
enjoyment. If freedom is my value, how do I release myself from years of
bondage to a time and place and set of expectations as the format of being
in God's presence? How does beauty fit in? And human kindness this is
where I must explore.
•

•

All of life became an exercise in delight as this client began to use her values to shape
life.
To a person, none of the subjects had spent time considering their own personal
values. When the values were unearthed, every subject had a joyful sense of the
rightness. Not one client was disappointed with her values. As values strengthened and
became useful for understanding self, making decisions, and encountering God, hope
emerged and personal wellness became possible. 17

Freedom to Make Choices for One's Own Wellness
Nine clients specifically named freedom to make one's own choices as a
significant result of the coaching experience. Freedom of this nature is nothing less than
freedom to own one's own life and to make life-giving choices. Whether each client had

Another barrier hit upon more than once was the issue ofpennission to choose for one's own
wellness. This simple human gift was considered marginally immoral ifnot lIDspiritual. Ministry persons
17
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lost this freedom, or had never really owned it, at this time in their lives they did not have
inner peunission to allow themselves this functioning human right. Freedom was.
•

a

largely silenced issue and when coaching raised relevant questions subjects quickly
•

moved to claim it.
•

-'

j "

•

o Significant (90%)
• Insignificant (10%)

Figure 4.3. Percentage of clients naming freedom as significant.
•

•

Freedom is an experience of authentic "being" that is unhampered by artificial
restrictions imposed from without or within. Liberation of authentic energy from within
one's real self is made possible by the quiet knowledge and graceful embrace of core
identity, enabling a growing convergence between one's interior and exterior worlds.
Freedom is space in which to explore the depths of one's bonafide self.
Freedom is tied to a peaceable acceptance of self. The real self is at once the
•

. wounded and the loved self, and the only self who can come before God freely.
Authenticity in this sense is not about content only, but also about means. To be free

•

•
••

who fought for the wellness of others were tillable to embrace, immediately, the responsibility and privilege
of pursuing wellness for themselves.
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before God is to be free to be in God's presence as one really is, to be free to be close to
•

God by letting him watch one at play.
The matter of attaining freedom was a factor with all ten subjects. Sometimes
personal freedom had been stolen and sometimes it had been given away. Client #1
recalls her process of losing inner freedom:
During this last year, I have moved away from all the things that gave me
pleasure because I was unfulfilled in ministry. It was like if! wasn't
ministering well I couldn't give myself the pleasure ofindulgmg my
creative side. In denying myself the creative outlet I also took away much
of the time I spent with the Lord in silent prayer and praise.
Later she added, "Performance has always been one of my biggest measures of self
worth. I would love to just rest in the knowledge that God loves me for who I am and not
for what I do." Movement into freedom involves stepping past habits intended to win
God's love and release of oneself into the unconditional love of God. Loss of control,
even to a good result, seems risky. Client #9 expressed the risk she experienced:
I realize I will be free when I accept who I am and allow my real self to
emerge. I am afraid I will cause all the pain I have designed my whole life
to avoid [emphasis mine]. I have been taught that pastors' wives are to be
.the token perfect person.
Client #9 was trained long ago that to "master ministry" (her words) was to be compliant
and not cause any extra stress for her husband or the church:
•

Ministry life often makes me feel at the mercy of the church as opposed to
being free to make choices that are best for me, our family, or relationship,
our life. The voice of "the church" is often louder than the voice of God in
my life. And with the church's voice comes people's voice in that mix.
Pleasing people wins over my core values.
Self-revelations did not automatically produce freedom, but coach supported trial and
error attempts at living from a freedom platform did produce exhilarating moments of
honest release from expectations and obligations.

•
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Client #3 described freedom as a new confidence to discover and be who she is,
,

and equally, who she is not. The new confidence was realized with struggle. Client #10
had similar experiences, reflecting that "there is such a difference between the old me and
the new me. The old me is like an old shoe, I can be that easily, I don't know what the
new real me is. It is hard not to go back to the old me. I need to get my footing. I feel
unsafe."
Abandoning control and subsequent maintenance of the status quo is an inevitable
early step in the movement toward freedom. Client #4 realized that "I usually give away
much more than I have to." She concluded, "The question becomes identifying the
choices I have, and the choices I don't have, and deciding how to own my own life." That
week she resigned from two ministry obligations that were draining her needlessly,
confronted a problem at work, and drew up a contract at home that enabled her to be free
from an unreasonable burden ofhousework. "I truly respect myself more. I am a different
person," she said in the exit interview. The freedom came from within, and she was able
to fmd voice to channel it.
Client #8 has been in ministry for ten years. She has a lovely spirit and has
embraced ministry with a whole heart. Of late, though, she has been forced to face rising
anger about intrusions into her personal life. Her home is located on the church property
and, parishioners take great liberties with the family's privacy. Client #8 defined her need
for freedom on many levels, but mostly the freedom to choose: "to choose time without
.

people; to choose to be with people I enjoy; and how I will spend my money; to choose
private things; and to choose to take time and money to make myself attractive." Client
#8 turned a comer in accessing freedom when she owned her own right to choose,

,
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"[e]ven though I am a pastor's wife! The biggest moment for me in coaching was when I
realized that I could have the same freedoms of choice as the other women in the church,
•

and God was okay with that."
After uncovering her core values, Client #7 said, "I often act against my core
values because I anticipate what others want of me and rise to meet the real or conjured
expectation." Then she added, "I don't understand why I feel• so many disharmonies
when the Lord is supposed to give us peace that passes understanding. I feel an element
of anger toward God but I don't know why.,,18
. The impact of freedom on spiritual practices was experienced alone and in
corporate worship settings. "Feeling free has changed my idea of worship. I said to my
husband last Sunday that I go to church now and feel like I am at a feast. I feel valuable
•

and I value God more" (Client #4). Client # 6 reported, "Because I take myself and my
values more seriously, being intentional in my choices, I feel quieter and less pressured in
what I do at the church." Quietness of spirit was a result mentioned by four subjects
relating to this matter of freedom. Not surprisingly, as women became freer and more
discerning in decision-making, they radically disengaged from their overwhelming
schedules. Slowly they became able to understand that saying no at church was not
saying no to God. Their relationship with God became much more a love feast than a
burdensome obligation:

•

Today my eyes opened to the possibility of living a life of convergence
that can, itself, be ministry, and that living like this is not selfish or guilt
ridden. This is what God intended when he talked about living abundantly
and fully. It gives me hope and a glimpse of what life can be as I free
Confllsion about the peace of God and its felt absence was a common theme. Having lived
sacrificially into everything asked of them, these ministry spouses tbtmd the lack of peace confotmding.
Coaching helped them consider that some of the answers in life are not solely spiritual, but are more
holistic. To find answers in a human element like values was a surprise to some.
18
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myself (with God's help) from all of the trappings and garbage that I have
labored under and believed for so long. It is about living by my new set of
values and telling myself the truth about what I am and who I am and .
acting and living it out. This kind of growth is exciting but also scary!
(Client #3)
Understanding a life of convergence as ministry to God and the church was radically
freeing. Freedom moved from being a concept to being. an experience of life.
Voice follows close on the heels of freedom. Freedom is an internal reality. Voice

is the necessary external expression of internal reality. The many ways a client creates to
articulate her voice and express a life of convergence are spiritual practices at their finest.

Releasing Voice
Voice was mentioned by sixty percent of clients as an important growth edge
resulting from coaching events. Although none of the clients had difficulty talking, each
knew the experience of having been silenced on many topics for the sake of ministry or
for the sake of harmony. The effects oftheir new voice expressions were not always
received peaceably, and in fact, two marriages reflected increased tension.

. .'. '. ' .

D Significant (60%)
• Insignificant (40%)

Figure 4.4. Percentage of clients naming voice as significant.
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•

With the discovery of voice came a flow of creativity. Client #9 wrote this poem
and sent it to me after a poignant discussion about finding voice:

Feelings Are Only Allowed on Friday
Put up a sign that says "Feelings Are Only Allowed On Friday"
Not Sunday he's busy, burdened by it all
Not Monday he's recovering and going out to call.
Not Tuesday that's when he has visitation and such
Of course not Wednesday with prayer and board meeting it would be too
much.
Not Thursday he's wrapping up for the protected day off
Not Saturday let him prepare without a sneeze or a cough.
Save feelings for Friday or maybe not
That's time for the kids and happier thoughts.
No time for feeling stuff them down with your food
Get a movie that makes you feel good.
Don't ever let the feelings spill out on a day
They would be inconvenient in every way.
Save feelings for heaven's door,
Someone might listen it's hard to be sure .;.
But Someone might listen.

As Client #9 began to speak the truth she experienced awkwardness. Articulate and
insightful, she described her experience as "not so graceful, but more like a teenager on
•
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high heels." She expanded on the high heel metaphor:
I am learning that once you begin to use your voice it just kind of spills
out. I do not have the most diplomatic way of saying things yet, and my
husband thinks I am more angry than I really am. Really, it is just my
inexperienced way of being true to myself and to God. My prayer request
is that I could be more graceful in this and come through as my real self. I
think I have found my voice for the fIrst time in my life. Trouble is, there
are so few who want to hear it and even fewer that I want to trust with it.
(Client #9)

•
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Together we came to a metaphor of her situation. She is like a pop can that has been
•

shaken, but not opened. As it finally is opened, even a crack, the initial release is an
uncontrolled spray.
Finding voice was a dynamic experience for Client #9. She describes her first
sexual experiences, abuse and violence, as all bound up in spirituality and the language of
forgiveness. She speaks of the private feelings of damnation for speaking about it, and for
not speaking about it. She has learned to be silent about so much. The irony is that her
life is shrouded in silence and yet she is very chatty. She has learned to speak a lot to
cover what she cannot say.
•

Silence, for Client #9, was reinforced in her ministry role. A peacemaker, her
husband would "scold" (her word) her when she gave a contrary opinion. Through
coaching encouragement this client began to speak her truth. She was honest with her
lead pastor about time pressure he was imposing on her. She faced her husband with
ministry conflicts that caused her internal anguish. Hers was not a smooth debut of voice:
"I say things wrong a lot."
This same client, though in a kind of war of communication with her husband,
spoke of her the growing health of her daughters:

•

I just can't get over the great conversations I'm having with my daughters.
I am able to do things with them because I've made time. Yesterday I had
not done my exercise, [a value of hers, and something she had previously .
not allowed herself to make time to do], so I asked my daughter to go bike
riding with me and we talked and talked. It was so great. (Client #9)
Other clients expressed awareness that their personal changes seemed to impact their
children in positive ways.
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In no case was silence as palpable as with Client #7. Her history includes an
alcoholic father and a mother who would say "hateful things" to him when he came home

drunk. Blame for the anger and beatings were placed on her mother:
My dad would come home drunk and when my mom kept her mouth shut
they wouldn't fight, but she would get angry and he would beat her up. I
thought if she had approached the problem when he wasn't drunk it
wouldn't have been so bad-this might have been an illusion. I have always
been fearful that I would become my mother, that I would say hateful
things to my children and husband. I have always had a great fear that I
would grow up hateful like my mother. 19
•

Preservation of harmony was vitally linked to remaining silent in this client's mind. So
deeply had she imbibed the idea of silence being a source of harmony that difficulty arose
when drawing her out on any issue. Hat mony was a value that must be protected at any
cost. The first presenting issue we were able to uncover concerned scheduling. Her
husband was at the church for excessive amounts oftime and expected her to be there
with bim. "I fmd [husband's name] reliance on me to be there for him at church flattering
•

but overwhelming and smothersome [client's word] at times." She was extremely hesitant
to face him with any issue, but agreed that her dissatisfaction with his over· commitment
was wounding enough to mention it. In the end she was not able to speak with him about
use of time .
Later she wrote in a reflection, "I've got to communicate with my husband. I
think I have decided that my thoughts are far too complicated to understand (I don't even
understand me) and therefore I don't have anything worth communicating" (Client #7).
Pressed by the death of her mother halfway through the coaching process, grief cracked

•

her muteness about far greater issues than scheduling: marriage sexuality, respect issues

19

This client lost her mother after the second coaching event.

•
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with her daughter, and grief needs. It was an unplanned and devastating explosion. In the
next coaching event she described the effects of that dark night:

•

•

.

•

I have hit the bottom of the pit. The only way it could be worse is if I
choose to leave my home and I think of it all the time. I believe I am in
tune with what I feel. I have lived in a setting with my husband who does
not want to honor true feelings. We both tell someone else before we
would ever tell each other. He doesn't handle confrontation. I want
harmony. I was honest last night with my feelings. It didn't help anything.
It made us both sick. A woman in the church said she wanted to commit
suicide and he is so involved with taking care of her. I have said
everything but that I want to commit suicide and he doesn't hear me. We
need to really talk. I think he is home sick in bed today because of so
much we haven't talked about.
•

Later, though, in her reflections, she wrote, "I am fmding strength in hearing myself say
what I value in my life. My thoughts are becoming clarified to me." She was not able to
be gentle at first because of her deep level of anger:20
I'm certain that my family does not understand my new "outspokenness."
I also realize that to go from tolerating disrespectful behavior from my
nineteen year old to kicking her out of the house is too extreme but it sure
got some attention. My husband says he wants to help and told me that
during our terrible conversation but I was too angry to be able to answer
that question with anything but "I need you to support me." We have to
fmd the way to do this together. I know answers will come with a lot more
talking. (Client #7)
Work with this client became more than coaching is able to deal with. She was
encouraged to seek counseling with her husband. He is not willing to participate. She
backed down on using her voice fora while: "I am content right now to leave so much
unsaid." The coaching process did not push her to speak, just asked her to think about her
silences. The last time I spoke with Client #7, she was driving alone to spend time at her
mother's home, sorting through belongings, memories, and losses. She had asked her
•

husband not to travel with her. .

•

•
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This client's exit interview reflected the ongoing ambiguity she is experiencing as
,·

she moves in the direction of speaking her truth. "I was shocked by the fust episode, it

,

,•
•,

.

was worse than I ever dreamed. So much buried, it still bothers me. I can only unearth so
much at a time. It's all I can bear." Then she talks about her surprise that speaking
sometimes does not cause the disharmony:
I am learning to say the things I need to say and not break harmony. The
disharmony had to happen, and things are kind of muddled in me about
that. But it was an eye opener for us, even from the standpoint of being
shocked. I feel like I've gained more confidence in saying what I am
thjnking and feeling and sometimes I shock myself, but not always does it
bring conflict. (Client #7)
Her language in this interview is worth noting. She speaks of shock, muddled feelings,
•

and conflict-between new and old ways of being. Coaching support was crucial to her and
the next few months will tell the tale of whether she has been able to continue on the road
of fi'eedom and voice.

In general, finding voice was not spoken of in terms of speaking to God or prayer.
Speaking one's heart to those around oneself, is however, a move toward integration and
wellness, and as such, is a spiritual practice.

Coaching Practices Effecting Change
Clients were able to identify three main coaching practices that most effected
change: listening, focus, and reflection. From the coaching perspective, I experienced
those same practices as attention, prayer, and incarnational openness. In each case, the
level of receptivity of the client to the coaching process preceded any effect.

Receptivity to Coaching Practices

•

TIus client has lived through her husband's two affairs and the defiant disrespect of an adult
daughter living at home without creating disharmony, lmtil now.
20

•

•
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Coaching influenced spiritual practices when clients were open to evaluate current
realities and consider possible change. Although all clients had agreed to be coached and
understood that change was involved, the work of examining life and making those
changes was not always welcome.
•
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Receptive Immediately (60%)
1m Tentati\€ly Recepti\€ Immediately (20%)
o Receptive After 1 Week (10%)
o Receptive After 2 Weeks (10%)

[J

Figure 4.5. Receptivity to coaching (change).

In some cases the resistance was rooted in fear that personal choice would be

detrimental to their spouse's ministry success. The clients who were most resistant were
slightly older, had been in ministry the shortest length oftime, and seemed to exhibit the
strongest self-in-ministry identities. By the third session all clients were actively engaged
in the coaching process. For slow adopters the effectiveness of coaching was just
beginning to take hold when the project was fmished. Coaching, under different
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circumstances, would likely have proceeded from this point for some time, with great
efficacy.

•

Every client affIrmed that the coaching experience had been effectual. "It has
been amazing to experience how deep and life changing a relationship can become in just
five conversations about meaningful things" (Client #3). Coaching practices that made
the impact were listening, focus, and reflection.

Listening
Listening happened on several levels. As coach, I listened as closely as possible to
clues that hinted at real issues. Then creative questions focused the client's conversation
onto meaningful topics. Most of the time, the client talked, and I listened, and then asked
another question. When I asked Client #1 about the importance of listening, she said this:
Being listened to created a silence inside me, a quietness. I know that at
the begjnning I was tight in the jaw, a knot in the stomach. I was waking
up in the middle of the night with anxiety. Being able to talk the whole
thing through, learning my personal values, I have just relaxed. I am still
in flux, the situation hasn't changed but I am not stressed. I am not
. desperate any more.
The physical release of stress was a result I had not expected. Another client, in her exit
interview said, "Before our meetings I felt overwhelmed and directionless, without a
guide or knowing what questions to consider" (Client #10).
Client #4 reported, "Being able to verbalize and evaluate and have someone listen
to me was most helpful." Another client said, "Just having someone looking in and caring
made me think of things so much more deeply" (Client #6).
Having a place to verbalize struggles and interpret life with someone who listened
deeply was an experience foreign to every client. Clearly the practice of listening was

•
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connected to presence, that is, an experience of someone paying attention to one's life.
Only one client reported that the presence of a coach increased a sense of accountability.
.

To all the others the coaching was about presence, even though each session gently
pushed toward action. As coach, I consider the client's felt sense of presence a mark of
success.
Listening was, for me, the process of paying three-hundred-and-sixty-degree
attention. I attempted to be present not only to the client's words and tone of voice, but to
the sound of the whole life. Carefully paying attention to vibrations that surfaced in
client, spouse, family, and coworkers, for instance, involved a kind of sacred holding of
the life before God. In a sense I worked to pay attention to the soul of the client as we
both stood before God.

Focus
Coaching conversations began with a clear direction in mind. These foci were
predetermined by the topics I chose to explore with my clients: values clarification,
decision-inaking practices, personal definition, and gremlins. All of these were accessed
through questions. For example, we teased out values with questions such these:
1. Tell me about little (name of client). Tell me what you loved to play with, what
made you happy. Go back to your earliest memories of joy and describe them to me.
2. Think of a moment in time when you felt most fully yourself, maybe a time
when you had a real moment of complete satisfaction. Tell me about it." Then, "what
were the elements at play during that event?
The focus of coaching events enabled fruitful results. Client #3 reported that
knowing her own values was intrinsically connected to renewal of spiritual practices:

•

•
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In identifying my values, making small attempts to live out of them,
striving for convergence between my inner and outer worlds, as well as
becoming aware of the roadblocks and ways I sabotage my own .
wholeness, I am in a better frame of mind to be in God's presence.
Through coaching I have begun to see spiritual practices in a different
light. They will not be what they once were-a way to get rid of guilt! I
seem them more as every aspect of my life, doing and being. I love the
idea of "Christomorphic" living. I have new insights, but also a new sense
of freedom.

"

Values are not ends. They are a launching pad into life with God.
Though the focus of a coaching event sometimes shifted because of the client's
urgent needs and priorities, the focus was never completely abandoned and often
resurfaced toward the end of the coaching event:

•

Knowing that there was a purpose for our calls and that I had some deep
thinking to do helped me come prepared. I learned how deep a relationship
can go when you have intentionally planned conversations committed to
real issues in life. (Client #2)

Values as a focus resurfaced many times throughout the entire coaching process.
The second intentional focus that grew in power' over the coaching period was
•

that of personal identity. Learning to see oneself apart from self-in-ministry identity was
an ongoing theme once it was introduced. Defining oneself in a wholesome and
•
•

fundamentally human way was perhaps the greatest struggle for my clients. Exploring
personal defInition built on previous information:
1. Pretend you are introducing yourself to me the way you would introduce a
friend to me. Introduce yoUrself to me with the truest description of yourself that you can
fmd.
2. Choose five words to describe who you are. Let's walk through each of these
and separate role from personhood.
With these and other questions, each coaching event was aimed in a purposeful direction.

•
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Decision-making practices flowed directly from the discussions of values and
personal identity. The point of deciding to act seems to be a watershed moment for the
•

change process. Barriers to change were both external and internal. Interestingly, the

-,

internal ones held the most power. We talked about internal barriers, mostly personalized
lies, as gremlins. The great power of gremlins lay in their invisibility. Exposing and dis empowering gremlins became on ongoing hunt in the coaching
events. Gremlins made themselves known through death-giving statements that were
diminishing and self-abusive. Gently I would ask the client to talk more about this inner
voice of defeat: I am not safe; I am not loved; 1 am not capable. Seeking out and
disabling gremlins is a lifelong project, but becoming aware of their presence and
purpose makes a good start at disempowering them. When a lie or death bringing
statement surfaced in a coaching event, we paused to name and dis-empower the gremlin.
Sometimes I felt like we were tenderly disarming a bomb.
Beginning the coaching events with a prepared focus did not negate movement
into personally urgent issues but did provide a context into which issues could be
discussed. Client #8 said, in her exit interview, "I would look forward to hear what
,

questions you had for me. I knew they would make me think about things 1 never thought
of and that was exciting to me. We didn't have to stay with those topics but in the
reflection afterward I always thought about the questions and what they had brought up."
The experience of focus described by clients was, for me as coach, an experience
ofprayer. Each coaching session began with a focus, a question to set the direction of
meaningful exploration. Whether the client was aware of this or not, the chosen focus
was a launching pad into the heart of her life, a place to embark. Real life brings deep

•
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waters, and into those waters we waded together. Without awareness of the inner voice of
•

God, some of the coaching sessions would have stalled or circumvented the needed work.
I am convinced that the deepest moments of revelation and healing rose fi..om Spirit
•

direction accessed through prayer.

,

Reflection
Not everyone liked the reflection questions. One person flatly disliked them.
,

Three commented that they were hard to answer, and, admittedly, they were sometimes
amorphous. I began with generic questions such as, "How did this coaching session
impact your spiritual practices?" As we moved along, I tried to connect the questions
more to the coaching event and not solely to my dissertation questions. The questions
became more personal and tied into the specific coaching event: "In light of our
discussion of roles being fear management, what is your understanding of God's
expectations of your life; which habits would you choose to change were you free from
fear?"
Despite the low level frustration with the questions, all but one client said that
being obligated to reflect after each session increased the value of the coaching. Client #4
•

said, "The questions caused me to not just leave or drop what we'd talked about but to
exercise, to rehearse and examine it and to use that as a basis for how I would try to
function. "
Being required to reflect and interact with me through the reflections seemed to
extend the effect of coaching. "The reflection questions helped me verbalize my thoughts.
It was good because it was hard to answer them, but it forced me to focus and pull things

•

,
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together" (Client#8). Coaching does not usually include recorded reflections, but this
exercise increased ownership of ideas by forcing further reflection on the ideas discussed.
•

Reflection did not end with the journaling assignment. I remained open to contact
and several clients engaged in between session conversation. In her exit interview, Client
#9 said, BE-mailing back and forth was really great, having someone who would try to
understand. One of my biggest issues in ministry has been not having someone who
••

understands." A sense of ongoing processing through reflection journals and
conversations added to insights and aided in ongoing action steps.
Again, as coach, my experience was from the backside of reflection. Coaching
was an experience of incarnational openness to the life of another. The project became
life-to-life sharing, and deep bonding occurred. Although the client's sovereignty was
protected and the spotlight shone on the client's life, as is appropriate, I stepped past
professionalism and opened my heart in hospitality of soul. This posture of openness on
my part went far in creating trust and human connection.
•

Limitations of Coaching
Coaching stumbled on its limitations at two junctures. The fIrst was when the
issues of life exploded and a therapist was needed. Such was the case with Client # 7 after
the loss of her mother. Coaching continued as a supportive process during this time. The
•

second and perhaps more subtle limitation related directly to the purpose of the project
and occurred when the client's issues were more exclusively interior. Client #10 and I
together faced the limitation of coaching's ability to deal with heart issues. She expressed
herself articulately in a reflection journal entry:
I've been disillusioned by all my doing for God. All of my life has had to
do with doing. And yet I continue to hear a whisper that says, "Just be

•

•
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with me." And my desire to do (mostly related to ministry as I've defmed
it over the years) has remarkably been reduced to the basics-taking care of
my family and a few things here and there at the church. There is an angst
in me about "doing" as if someone told me that I'm wearing the most
outdated, unfashionable clothes. I have the sense that in order to love God
more and to do more I need to be just with Him, in more stillness than I've
ever been comfortable with. And yet I sense he wants me to be
comfortable with him. I'm struggling with trusting Him completely with
my life. He's asking me to die to self in a way I would have never
thought-die to my "doings" because lam dangerously close to becoming
my "doings." To make my answer very short, 1 am questioning whether
cO(lchillQ is t]le best thinQ for me.

-

-

I agreed with her assessment. rvly journal entry of that event recorded my own angst:

r struggle to stay within the coaching task and not move into spiritual
direction \\'it11 Client #10. I am unsure if this is coachin~
or direction. even
.
though Tam trying to keep the two separate. We discussed issues of
control and choice, of being into doing and doing into being. We did not
come upon any concrete plans as to how thi.~ might be worked out in the
weeks ahead.
~

.

\Ve decided to continue on and struggle together with doing and being. I learned that to
ask her for action on even the si.mplest scale \vas to viobte her ,ioumey. Early on J nudged
her to find one creative.. outside endeavor that she \vould love to do, and do it. thus
.

breaking her paralysis. She went on her yvay dctennined to act but then scnt me this cmail:

I am riddled with angst not only crTlo1ionally but also physically w'ith (1
knot in my stomach. I am shocked (1nd confused by my response. At this
point 1 can't "do" anything except t()rthe basics of taking care ormy'
family. (Client #10)
Clearly the usual cO(1ching approach \:I.'Quld not be eflective.

As the coaching <tppointments continued. our experience togcthc1'-\vas unlike <my
of the other clients. Itried to staywithin the bounds of coaching. and sometimes clearly
.

delineated the coaching boundaries to my client and told her I could not go into spiritual
direction fl.)!' the purpose of this study. It

W<:1S,

of course) an impossible task 10 dr':l\\· such

•
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a distinction. Our conversations were very deep 8nd did not result in 8ction planning.

Nevenheless. at the end of the project she noted that her angst had been reduced nlore
•

[lCter each coaching appointment. week by \veek, and that the coaching had Tl18de the
issues clearer. made her more self-a\vru·e. and had opened up key matters to discuss with
her husbEmd (values clarification). After her exit intervie\v I asked her husband ifhe had
seen a difference in her through coaching. He smiled and simply sai.d. "I got my \\:ifc
b8Ck:'
I began this project with a question about the connections bet\'/cen spiritual .

direciion and life coaching. The project h8S confinned to me both the power of coaching
for implementing life-giving direction and also the limitations of coaching as a spiritual

•

tool. Tn every person's soul is place beyond coaching's reach. That s8id. hO\vever. I
believe more strongly thml ever that life coaching does bridge the gaping space between
hC8d knmvledgc. doctrine, and dogma, and live expressions of spirituaLity.
Incidental Observations

Although coaching did not completely fill the void left by the 8bscnce of spiritu8l
direction~

it did bridge some signific.ant gaps that may have been perma.nent ly

unaddressed. Bringing to light some issues that arc not commonly part of discipleship
endeavors, such

[L':>

values clarification and personal freedoms, coaching enhanced

spiritual understanding and expression by providing a new 18ndscape on which

10

move

through life.
The work of coachilU!- \1,'omen required different skills tJ18n J haclusccl in coaching..
~

men. To <lpproach tbese\vomen with anyihing remotely aggressive or focLlsed on

stratef..'.ic means to accomplish life would have resulted in soul distress and intimidation.
~

•
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The process of coaching was very like being a midwife who tenderly yet purposefully
gu ides a birth. Although the coaching events kept

(0

a

tC.lCliS

of change cmd promoted

<letion as a result of each appointment. those actions steps were often more akin to

tentatively trying a new dance step than strategical1y asseiiing oneself It may be that
women in general \vould not require the level of gentleness that was needed to engage
-

It-.

__

this group of subjects. The fact that these are Christian women who have been
.

acculturated deeply into church culture and beh,r'i'ior may be a factor worth noting. In any
case it was crucial to pay attention to each client individually and relate to her in a
manner fitting to her needs, and not the prefelTcd style of the coach.

On'e surpri.sing effect of coaching was a gentle shift mvay ii-om vic\ving one's
own spirituality through the lens of <lbsolutes. answers, and obligations into a more

relational view, Although coaching conversations rarely touched on one's expressions
to\:vard and understanding of God, clients often C0l11111entec1 on a sense of greater freedom
and welcome ';.vhen coming into worship

Of

engaging in private relationship with God.

Perhaps at: the bottom of all that: occlllTed during the coaching relationship \vas the
foundational reality that for a time persons \vere not left to figure lif'c out alone. In this
sense [hends really can be guides. and having a friend thoughtfully \~:,ltch over one's
journey ~md prompt renectioIl is invaluable. One o1'1he concerns raised in exit interviews
W<lS what the client \\'ould do now to fi.nd this level of engagement \\'it11 someone else .

The value of fi'iendship and spiritual companionship was heightened. In this sease.
coaching diel not accoll1plish something so much as it mnplified the ongoing need for that
which is so often missing~ a spiritual friend .
•

,

•

•
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•

The limit of three months was a satishu:tory length of time to establish
relationships ,mci test coaching results. The full season allowed time for life to 1Ho've

through its usual vicissitudes and provide an arena for development and change .

•

Summary of IVlajorFindings

Life coaching positively affected the spiritual practices of clients in a number of
\vays. The tirst is value clarification coupJed with empowerment to use personal values as
a framework for decision-making. Values, w'llen removed from moral judgments, were so
intrinsic to the indiv idual that llltegration was quickly effected. In each case the discovery
of personal values brought \vith it some level of joyful expectation for the future. When
values \vere intentionally applied to one's relationshi.p \vit11 God (usually a tentative step).
they provided a radically ne\-\' avenue of communion and openness.
Freedom to make deci.sion,;. and .intentionallv move oneself toward greater
~

~

integration, \vel1ness. and fuHilhnent \vas the second po\verful result of coaching. This
piece of the puzzle fell into place as clients began to see themselves as valuable and to
understand their persona I value·s as being integra I to the process of becoming the persoll
God imagined them to be from the beginning. Several shifts ill understi:U1ding \verc
~

funclament,l1 to this nev,' fi'eedom: understanding self as a unique person created to
•

express life in a unique manner; understanding God <:L,) a being open to one's uniqueness
and, in l11ct, inviting uniquely persorwl interaction; and, perceiving "best" ministry as
flowing fj'om the core of one's uniqne personhood.
Voice was the third impact on spiritual practices. Plainly s2licl. voice is the

essential outward expression of value-based thinking and inner fi'cedo In

W ChO(l Se. [li s

nor about simply speaking. but <1bollt spc;:tking one's truth. Voice pblyS an inc1ispensabk:

•
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role in creating th~ environment to sustain and support Dew inner movements of soul.
•

Continued silence would be a denial of budding soul life and impede further growth. The
.

choice for mv clients was to do the difficult work of confi'onting life \V'ith their truth or to
~

~

return to past h(lbits and deny the inner movements of their souls. Finding voice "vas th.e
choice that seemed the most danf!erous
to clients.
...
Clarifying values and embracing

pt~rson

•

iJ:eedom \vas deep change of interior

landscape. Voice brought those changes t01he surface. Speaking out their inner
transfOnl1tltiol1 initiated the \,,'ork of reordering both private and public arenas of Efe.

The coaching practices that 111.0st influenced clients were listenim!. focusin!.!.
... and
~

~

retlecting. Listening occulTed at a deep level, with invitation and prompting. Clients

•

reflected that seldom. or never, had they been listened to at sllch (l depth. Focusing kept
the conversations vital. and avoided vague or pedestrian divergenc.es. Clients reflected

that they- looked fonvard to "vhat idea might
bccolne
the
hub
of
our
discussion.
Lastlv,
~

retlecting together deepened learning and enhanced ownership of ide(ls, thus motivating
.

action. Ongoing reflection is not a regular practice of coaching but would seem to be <1
valuable asset to enh<:tnce the wOlth of the \vl1o Ie experience,
Life coaching acted as a catalyst for learning to listen to life and thereby' to God.
in a manner less cluttered by voices and expectations surrounding lninistry'. Client f19
reAected .. after her fourth coaching
_ experience. "Mv
... sl)iritnaliourncv
t
..
"" fi!!ht
....

learning to hear God's voice again. His

trIfe

T10\V

is

[originaj .emph(l.sis] voice." Hearing:

voice without clogged filters reshaped convictions and commitments that IHld

CI o d ' ~;

bCCOTllC

distOlted. As beliefs shape practices. so were tile spititu31 practices of clients enhanced
,

·
•

,

•
•
•
•
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and redefined. Although coaching did not focns on spiritual activity, human wellness as it
emerged impacted every level of being.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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CHAPTERS

•

S

•

Y AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was birthed out of the convergence of three streams of experience
•

in my own life. The first is twenty-seven years as a ministry spouse and partner in
ministry. I hardly know life apart from ministry. As a young girl, I acted out the story
of church and worship with my little brother, solemnly administering sacraments to
•

an imaginary congregation. Later in life that congregation became real, and fbecame
a partner in ministry with my husband serving three evangelical churches. The second
stream began to flow in 1991 when my life washed out into an experience of the wider
traditions of the Christian church, and I embraced the need for spiritual direction.

•

•

•

Since that time I have had my own spiritual director and delved deeply into literature
surrounding the subject. My spiritual development was sometimes at odds with the
evangelical environments in which we served. Then in 200 1 I began my foray into
life coaching. My doctoral studies opened the art to me and it quickly became an
intensified learning curve. Since that time I have been active as a life coach, largely
coaching senior denominational executives of various traditions. Beyond that I have
written coach training curriculum and participated in a number of coach training
,

events across the United States. Most recently I serve as Director of Spouse and
Family Ministries at Asbury Seminary. Encounters at the seminary have confronted
•

•

me, now more objectively, with the challenges facing spouses of ministers.
Observing the increased interest in life coaching as a ministry tool, I began to
question whether it might be an effective substitute for the missing art of spiritual

,

,

II

direction. Because both are art fonos, at best, they are difficult to compare and

,,

1•

,•
i

•

•

•
•

·

,
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qUailtify. The stories of lives tell their tale, however, and the power of life coaching
insists itself upon this study.

•

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the findings of the study, reflect on
•

them theologically, and seek out further implications. As I write this last chapter, I
speak with the voices of my ten clients behind my words. This collaboration was only
possible by their candid openness and trust of me as coach.

Evaluation of Findings
This study began with two research questions.
1. How do the effects of coach decision making (human will in action) impact
spiritual practices?

•

•

2. What elements of life coaching contribute most substantially to growth in
spiritual practices?
Because spiritual development is difficult to quantify, I chose to evaluate growth in
tel illS of spiritual practices. Ronald Rolheiser helps to defme spiritual practices:
Spirituality is not something on the fringes, an option for this one with
a particular bent. None of us has a choice. Everyone has to have
spirituality and everyone does have one, either a life giving one or a
destructive one. The habits and disciplines we use to shape our desire
fDIm the basis for a spirituality, regardless of whether these have an
explicitly religious dimension to them or even whether they are
consciously expressed at all. (6-7)
Further clarifying the issue, Miroslav Volf argues that a practice becomes Christian
•

when it "points to the story of Christ as its external nonn" (250). Such practices are
Christo-morphic in that they are "by definition [original emphasis] nOImatively
shaped by Christian beliefs" (250). Charles Taylor, a Canadian philosopher, observes

•
•

•
••
,
•

·
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that the larger story of God is the space in which a person can sort out "questions ...
about what is good or bad, what is worth doing and what is not, what has meaning'
and importance for you and what is trivial and secondary" (Sources of the Self 28).
Christian practices, then, are neither sacramental rituals nor necessarily
activities directly related to religion. Much of spiritual work is simply learning to be.
Margaret Guenther uses the metaphor of craft to describe what she calls the humdrum
faithfulness of spiritual practices:

•

To live fully as human and as children of God requires the same kind
of care that the master craftsman brings to his work. It is slow work
with lots of time spent learning simple things. We forget how hard we
worked as children to deal with the intricacies of sphincter muscles!
We learn to walk upright, to use language, eventually to tie our shoes.
We become at home with a rich variety of materials and learn to use
many tools. Ifwe are true artisans rather than day laborers, we bring
real love and commitment to the work at hand. We care about what we
are doing because we know that it matters. (54)

Christian practices are the outflow of the heart into everyday, pedestrian life. They
are a Christian's way of being, directed by belief, located in Heilsgeschichte, and
fueled by inner eros, or passion. They are the waking, walking, and working practices
of ordinary life, done for an audience of one, who is God and Lord. In this sense the
questions is not so much on what the practice might be, but on what the practice
means, what it points to.
•

In response to the coaching experience, clients reported growth in spiritual
practices via values clarification, freedom to make choices for one's own wellness,
and releasing voice. The question then becomes whether the practices generated are
shaped by belief, inhabit God's great story of salvation, and represent the inner eros
of the person. If they do, then these practices are Christian.

;

,
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Each of these areas of growth demonstrated consistency with the domain of
Christian spiritual practices. The foundation of human personhood is the imago did
stamped on created beings: each one unique and each one beloved in their own
•
•

uniqueness. To inhabit the story of God is to inhabit it as a unique person, set free in
love and called to relationships primarily, thus embodying and extending the
kingdom. The burdens of ecclesiastical obligation were despised by Jesus and thrown
off by his disciples. To live free from false burdens and serve from love is basic to
Jesus' teaching. The life lived from love is, essentially, holiness.
Holiness, as conceived by Jesus' teaching, is not a divorce from one's
humanity. Deepening one's understanding of self through clarification of values,
•

discovering freedom that is alive and energizing, and speaking one's truth into life are
holy acts of being. They hint of Edenic life, life as God imagined it for his created
beings. Christian spirituality while divinely infused with life is profoundly practical.
The flow of life experienced by each of the subjects of this study became
more fully a reflection of their true personal self and thus a reflection of the work of
God within. From this source, joy and hope for a future life and ministry were
•

rekindled.

Reflections on the Art of Life Coaching
Coaching fits the model of God's interaction with humans as demonstrated
•

throughout the Scriptures. The processes of engaging personally, using questions to
prompt the movements of the soul, and allowing persons to live and act according to
their own conscience are fitting to the freedoms God bestowed upon his creaturely
beings. Redemption is not erasure but recovery of true humanity in Christ.

•
•

•

•
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Sanctification never involves the loss of identity. Rather, it is the enhancement of
•

identity, the securing of identity.
.

Joseph, an Old Testament patriarchal figure whose story is told in Genesis,
was a dreamer as a boy and remained a dreamer to old age. God took the immature
•

dreamer boy and transformed him into the mature dreamer man, a leader whose
dreams empowered him and changed a nation's history. So it is with every person.
Coaching also fits the New Testament pastoral model of empowering another
person into a way of being completely fitting to him or her. In 2 Timothy 1:7, Paul
exhorts the younger man, Timothy, to deny the spirit of timidity and live in the
power, love, and self- discipline of his pastoral giftedness. Paul works toward the
actualization of Timothy's calling as a pastor and does not impose his (Paul's) own
calling as an apostle. Paul, who is drawing out of Timothy who Timothy is in Christ,
honors the work of God in Timothy by not violating Timothy's uniqueness. Thus the
New Testament model encourages persons to abandon self-defining roles and
embrace both Christian and Christo-centric expressions of personhood. Only when
personhood comes before role can a way be found to do the work of God and not
\

violate the work of God within oneself.
Coaching fits the model of a mature believer in relation with others as .
•

delineated in 1 Corinthians 13. Coaching does not demand its own way, does not
,

•

,•

,
"

place itself above another, but walks alongside and allows the Spirit of God to guide.
•

No hierarchy exists in coaching. The coaching event is played out on level ground
with utmost respect for an individual's journey. It parallels ancient language

•

•

•
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describing spiritual direction: the care of souls, standing guard over souls, being
•

pilgrims on the way together.
Coaching uses the growing body of literature on strengths theory, which
•

involves appreciative inquiry, exploration of life-giving possibilities, and
empowerment to be and do that which is personally fitting. Coaching affirms the
value and potential of each uniquely made person. In Christian language, coaching
afftrms each person as created in the image of God with unique traits and abilities.
Client #5 began our coaching with a strong affirmation of her identity as a
pastor's wife. She owned this identity deeply and claimed that her raison d'etre was
to meet the needs of others through the power of Jesus. In her exit interview she
expressed a shift in thinking: "I learned mostly that I am myself." So simple a truth,
but for her it was a profound revelatory moment of real transformational power. She
echoes Christ's great self-defining statement, "I am" (John 1:58, NJV). The shift she
experienced enabled her to know herself as beloved before being a servant of the
church. As beloved, this Client discovered ways to distance herself from her ministry
spouse's stress, as well as possibilities for future ministries that were previously
invisible. Client #5 is a well person who had willingly owned what she thought of as
a deeper calling to Christ, unaware of the potential dangers oflong-term role identity.
•
•

The coaching process intervened at a formational moment early in her ministry and

•

may make possible a truly life-giving, long-term ministry.
Coaching then, is profoundly Christian. Whether it finally accomplishes the
depth of work attributed to spiritual direction is debatable. Still, the powerful work of
coaching released personS from grinding routines of obligation into something closer

,,
·•
•

•

•

•
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to an experience of joyful energy flowing from a holy source within her soul.
Partnering in this transformation is surely God work, herz-work.

•

The Power of Life Coaching
Although a study of this sort can tend to make its subject (in this case, life
coaching) seem daunting, I affirm the power of coaching as resident in several very
simple elements. Coaching is, at the core, a life-giving relationship: good friends
offer peer coaching to each other all the time. The coaching relationship is graciously
focused on another person, confident that great goods await discovery.
Coaching literature focuses on the skills of listening and asking questions.
These two are considered the core of effectiveness. Without arguing against the
importance of listening and asking good questions, my research has identified two
other skills as essential. These are the skills of focusing and reflecting.
Subjects named listening, focusing, and reflecting as the elements of coaching
.

that empowered change. By these were meant having their thoughts and feelings
taken seriously, participating in regular conversations that focused on meaningful
issues, and engaging in ongoing conversations after the coaching event.
From my perspective as coach, listening, focus, and reflection were
experienced as attention, prayer, and openness. This coaching season was unique to
•

•

•

. me in that I felt far less remoteness in relation to my clients. Perhaps we simply had
many points of common experience, or maybe it was that we were women telling
women's stories in womanly ways. Previously, I had almost exclusively coached
men. In any case, this experience pressed me to new edges of self-understanding.

•

•

•
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Listening

Attention

To pay the fullest possible attention to each life under my coaching care was
l

an experience of 360-degree listening. As such, listening went beyond simply
hearing and became global, engaging faculties of intuition and heart. I paid attention
not only to words and voice during the coaching event, but to emerging emotions and
the tenor of life that leaked into reflections.
This level of engagement required self forgetfulness for the sake of another,
and list,ening became not so much the skill of listening as much as a collaboration
requiring my greatest attention. Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl make much
of the collaboration of client and coach and this proved to be accurate in my
experience. The experience of coaching confirmed Nichols' emphasis that suspending
self-preoccupation and attending to the thoughts of another person creates a dialogue
that coauthors life (23).
As clients came to believe they were understandable and acceptable they were
able to begin to listen to their own lives, and further, to speak out their own truth
(Nichols 17). Nichols' idea that people are actively silenced, having been numbed by
life's wounding forces and denied sympathetic ears proved to be accurate. As the
subjects were given safety and taken seriously they began to open up and share their
wounds. The result was as Nichols' predicted

subjects grew in self-respect, realized
•

,

their own agency, and were better able to listen to their own truth.

,

I,

••

,
,

The idea of360-degree listening is used in coaching to denote the active engagement of
every faculty and attention to every nuance sUITOtmding the voice, environment, and emotion of the
speaker.
,
1

•
•

•
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Focus

Prayer
Focus, as subjects use the word, refers to a thematic approach to each session.

We talked together casually, but not without intentional direction. The focus of each
•

session was not drifted into. Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl offer a series of
foci and four of these became themes for coaching: values clarification, personal
identity, decision making practices, and gremlins. Direction set, the initial question
used to open the issue was crafted beforehand. Each session, though, was much
bigger than the focus, and as coach I worked to protect the agenda of the client while
engaging the focus of the coaching event.
As such, prayer became increasingly important as each coaching session
progressed. Before each coaching appointment I reviewed the client's journal and my
coaching notes, praying for God's wisdom and presence in the conversation. Prayer
extended through the entire conversation as the event of coaching became an
experience of life together. Although I began with a focused, the real purpose of each
coaching session emerged in session, shaped by client responses. In this sense, I could
never be fully prepared for what might emerge.
Willingness to abandon the coaching plan and move with the Spirit of God
was the constant requirement. Many a pause that may have sounded like a deep
moment of reflection was really my wordless prayer for guidance in a place where I
•

felt completely beyond my own resources. The power of silence was brought to bear

in these times. Baker's affmnation that silence speaks was true for silences begun by
coach or client. We experienced what Burley-Allen speaks of when she says that
meanings are inpeople, not words. In times of silence our presence, even over the

•

•
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phone, was palpable to each other. Silence brought depth. Something very human and
•

accepting happens being with one another in silence.

•

Divine light was the gift of the coaching event many times, and the
fruitfulness rose from those moments of prayer more than the coaching strategy. My
own inadequacies insisted prayer upon me and made the experience a discipline of
ever deepening awareness of God's presence in every moment of my life. Perhaps
weaknesses should always be so accentuated as to propel toward God.

Reflection

Openness

Lastly, what clients experienced as reflection was, to me the coach, a deep
experience of incarnational openness. This project became a whole life event as I
2

began to do the work of life with my clients. What began as a quest for meaningful
ways of acting in life morphed into an ongoing conversation about authentic ways of
"being" in life. Whitworth, Kimsey-House, and Sandahl speak of the move away

•

from what one does to what one is becoming as the progression of healthy coaching.
We found that so.
Any artificial or residual hierarchy that may have existed dissolved, and we
became fellow laborers. The exchange of power spoken of by Burley-Allen was
we learned to take each other seriously and sought to coauthor life
enacted as
.
.

•

together. Nichols' vivid image of coauthoring life took on healthy reality as subjects

•

began to own agency in tangible ways. The dialogue, and not my person as coach,
•

was the coauthor of life. Subjects' autonomy was protected at all times.

·•

By "work oflife" I am referring to what Nichols calls "entering into the experience of the
other person" (10). More than just words, the work of commmllcating becomes bearing witness to the
other's truth and experience. In so doing we are coauthoring life through dialogue (23).
2

•

•
•

•
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The questions I had generically designed for reflection revealed their
impotence, and I began to craft questions for reflection more tailored to the needs of
each client. I moved from questions such as, "How did this coaching session affect

•

your spiritual practices'?" to more personal questions: "As you move toward a healthy
personal identity, what changes in how you place yourself before God?"
We wrestled together with demons and angels, with words and silence, with
tears and laughter. All the while I stood guard over mutual boundaries and protected
their personal sovereignty.3 Even so, we engaged in hospitality of heart and invited
each other into sacred places. Except that the agenda was fully the client's, this
relationship very much patterned itself like a deep abiding friendship. The power of
relationship was affnmed time and again. Nichol's conviction that we sustain
ourselves through conversation with others can be affnmed by this study. The
relationships did not move beyond conversations, and yet were strength enough for
dramatic shifts in self-affnmation.
Coaching, I would argue, cannot be pastorally discharged with remoteness and
professional objectivity. Like all Christian practices, coaching is highly relational and
thus dangerously unpredictable. Ten women and I risked engaging each other and in
the process, we discovered ourselves. Their lives reside in my own now~ These
women have become my treasure of love .

•

•
•

I
I
I,
,
•
•

,

Sometimes the client would suggest that the relationship was lmeven, since the focus was so
fillly on them. Commonly, when the client's identity was a strong self-in-ministry identity, she was
lmcomfortable with a focus on herself. In that case I would clarifY the coaching aims and spend just a
3

•
•

•
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Implications of Findings
Based on the fmdings of this study, I would recommend that coach-training
•

curriculum be developed to empower pastor/coaches. Pastoral coaching is not yet a
•

pastoral method, and currently any training (if indeed the pastor has acquired any
training) secured by a pastor might likely focus on a business-coaching model. If
coaching is to meet the needs of seekers of deeper spiritual life, then it must be
shaped around pastoral aims and spiritual formation understandings of soul
development. Such training would still fall short of creating coach/spiritual directors
but would strengthen the coaching process by balancing the external focus with
internal aims as well. Perhaps such an emphasis might also return pastoral methods
from current wanderings into leadership and management and back to the realm of
soul care.
Pastoral coaching would involve training in the pastoral work of walking
alongside seeking pilgrims on the journey from death to life, from non-relationship to
relationship, and from disintegration to integration. Ephesians 2: 10 reads, "For we are

what he has made us [emphasis mine], created in Christ Jesus for good works, which
God prepared beforehand to be our way of life" (NRSV). This verse may be a good
•

place to begin discussions about the potential role of pastor/coach.
The journey that precedes doing the work of God is the inward journey of
•

discovering oneself to be whom he has made. The importance of the journey inward
4

has long been documented. Growth in self-awareness could be greatly aided by a

little time familiarizing her with my life. Then we would move back to our agenda, which was fillly
hers. The focus on one is a distinction from a common friendship.
4 The process of growth in self-awareness herein was accomplished through the exploration of
personal values. The discovery ofthese came the closest to unearthing a sense ofwhat is true to one's
•

•
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pastor/coach. The areas of death and disintegration can become, with the help of a
•

discerning friend, arenas of profound resurrection.
The fruit of self-awareness before God is freedom to do his work well but

without doing violence to the work of God within oneself. The pastor/coach can be a
partner in discerning and envisioning the adventure thatis God's will for an opening
life. Exploration inward and then practices outward become a cyclical process

the

cross and resurrection. Excavating the soul is followed by exploring what that
discovery means for kingdom life. Spirituality has the opportunity to become an

•

authentic outflow of the inner eros into life giving practices.
I have suggested the coaching processes of empowering change are attention,
prayer, and openness. Training in these three skills would set pastor/coach training
apart from business or even life coach training.

5

For a pastor/coach, attention is the Spirit of Jesus applied in relation to others:
alertness of inner eyes and ears, an empathic engagement based on love.
Prayer must be taught as a cultivated practice of a pastor/coach, flowing out of
self-awareness and relationship. The pastor/coach must be responsible for his or her
inward journey. Self-awareness is crucial to infOlm the coach's heart of her or his
own great need and dependency on God. Growth in practices of prayer must be a part
. of any pastoral coaching curriculum, in my mind.
•

Openness as practiced in a pastor/coach model would strive to be
incarnational. In these three ways attention, prayer, and openness, pastor/coach

own soul. Interestingly not one client was disappointed with the values that surfaced as their own,
while values imposed from outside were often a great disappointment.
S No doubt, other coaching processes that such a curriculum would include. The process of
building such a curriculum would best be done as a collaboration of pastors and coaches.
•

••

•
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training would include elements to enhance pastoral and coaching skills. Arguably,
these skills are outside the needs of business or life coaching.

•

. The pastoral idea seems to be a more helpful delineation than does Christian

..

as far as coaching is concerned. Coaching can be an inherently Christo-morphic

6

•

practice, Christian or not. Pastoral coaching, however, strives to enhance the soulful
elements of coaching and is rooted in the great story of salvation.
An inherent danger in developing a pastor/coach model is that it might
become more pastoral than coaching. The caution needing to be sounded is that
coaching would lose power if it morphed into some form of
discipleship/mentoring/Sunday school hybrid. The elements of coaching discussed in
Chapter 1 must remain in place for coaching to maintain its unique power. Beyond
coaching's collaborative power, any kind of hierarchy or authority must not be
allowed to invade the coaching relationship.
Besides fitting into a scriptural model, coaching as pastoral work fits the
current post-modem milieu. Recognized characteristics of post modem folks are
heightened value of relationships, search for integrated personal identity, spirituality
,

flowing from inner life force, and suspicion of institutions coupled with longing for
someone to trust (Elliott 163-65). With each of these four characteristics, coaching
excels. Perhaps the emergence of coaching as a pastoral task is divinely inspired to

•

•

·•

meet the needs of the moment.

!• .
•

•

,

••
,•

!

Volfmakes the point that Christo-morphic practices are commonly employed by nonChristians. As such, Christ serves as a model for good deeds and mercifhl action. To be fhIly Christian,
however, the practice flows from an explicit belief in Christ and commitment to experience and
6

•

•

•
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Limitations of Study
.The study was necessarily limited by the unmet needs of the chosen group 'of

subjects. Upon reflection, I realize that I intuitively chose a subject group I knew had
experienced significant personal limitations and powerlessness. From my own
experience and wide association with women in ministry roles, I knew they would
relish the opportunity and attention of life coaching. Proven to be true, I had more
women hoping to be part of the study than I was able to accommodate. Coaching, as I
expected, was well suited to their life situations.
The subjects of my study were ripe for a fresh encounter with life. Each one
had experienced the pain of being invalidated and shamed. Their own needs for
authentic agency and authorship of life had been set aside for the sake of a cause.
Nothing short of resurrection was necessary. Coaching both invited them to step back
into life, and provided support and resources for action, when they were ready. This
work was a gentle process of preparing a way and guarding them as they risked
movement toward freedom.
For a client who has known constant ascent, spiritual direction may be a better
\

7

relationship to provide soul care. Life coaching is a dynamic open-ended process that
is unremittingly positive and empowering, while spiritual direction, also .a dynamic,

,
•

•

open-ended process, seeks to embrace the discontinuity of death to self, even as it

•
•

I.

,

nurtures life:

\
,

tmderstand life through the lens of the gospel story. Christian practices are normatively shaped by
Christian belief (250).
7 Indeed, Client #10 struggled between the need for both, and I cannot clearly define where
coaching ended and spiritual direction began. IfI were to intuit an answer to that divide, I would say
that the coaching event remained coaching and subsequent reflection together fit much more within the
bOlmdaries of spiritUal direction.
•

•

•

•

•
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A daily dying to the self-referenced life leads to the habituated
abandonment ofthe carnal nature's control. The new does not utterly
appear out ofthe nurturing of the old self-referenced life; rather, the
old must die, its control abandoned in radical devotion to God.
(Christian FOImation 12)
The process of Christian spiritual formation concretizes the theological concept of
embracing the cross.
Gospel accounts of the life of Christ demonstrate Jesus' consistent invitation
to those who enjoy high status and who hold power to relinquish it voluntarily and

•

choose a lower position, as well as his invitation to those who hold little or no power
•

or titled position to step up into a life of dignity and honor.
•

For each of my subjects, though, the specific invitation needed for soul
•

development was not unto further s.acrificial death, but into resurrection life.
Ironically, at some points the invitation to a further death would have seemed more
natural and less frightenjng to them. The invitation into resurrection life and freedom
slashed gaping holes into tamed and contained lives. The process was not unlike
slashing the roots of a very root-bound plant in order to stjmulate new growth. Like
•

the woman in the gospel accounts, when confronted with the possibility of
\

resurrection life, their first response was fear. Not uncommonly, after a breakthrough
moment, the client would attempt to back away from resurrection and try to re-own

I

further death.
,,i
,·•• .

Herein lies the limitation. The subject's needs precluded exploration of

1

coaching's impact in a life that has known continual ascent: a life that needs to
encounter the cross, needs an invitation to step down and die to self. Glasser's
concept of persons having various capacities to meet their own needs is clearly
·.
,•
•
•

,•
,

•

•
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demonstrated by this project, and coaching was necessarily focused on enabling the
subjects to be equipped and free to meet their own needs (Reality Therapy 11-12):
At no point did I coach one of my subjects toward a chosen descent, although
•

the idea is not unthinkable in another setting. These subjects had no need to be met by
going in that direction. For another client, the needs may call for very different
coaching and descent may be the direction essential for growth. In gospel terms, a
holy descent is a way unto life and therefore fits within the goals and aims of
coaching. Practically speaking, though, the reality of this task is daunting, apart from
a foray into the art of spiritual formation, or possibly the skills of a pastor/coach. The
ancients knew about preparing for a holy death through the embrace of many deaths

•

along the way and through disciplines such as praying prayers of examen, searching
the conscience, weeping over sin, and embracing one's cross. To walk this road is
•

dangerous and uneven. The inner life is what sustains a journey to the cross, and the
common features buttressing external strengths
of coaching

the very wood and brick and nails

seldom bear up in times of soul darkness.

Skillful coaching can possibly be used as a pastoral tool with considerable
impact but is not able to replace spiritual direction fully. A skilled pastor!coach might
be able to cross the boundaries and move between the two.
•

•

,

Summary

This project was highly personal and could not have been accomplished
without the daring participation of ten beautiful women who give their lives daily in
unspectacular sacrifice for the kingdom of God. Sometimes their loyalties become
•

displaced, and in seeking to serve God they have occasionally lost themselves to the
,
•

,
•
•

•

•
•
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•

task. This imbalance is only possible because of their willingness to die to themselves
in order that others might live. Representing a sweeping cohort of women, and some
men, they are the backbone of the body of Christ today. These are the unsung heroes
of the church of Christ.

In writing their stories, I have tried to be kind, as well as candid. The struggles
represented herein are the battles of all who strive to conform to the kingdom of God
for the sake of others. If this study proves anything, it is the need for and power of
spiritual friends to walk beside one another on the pilgrimage, to stand guard over one
another's journey, and help both interpret life. Every solution unearthed and every
vision clarified was found within the subject herself. Coaching did not bring answers
from the outside. The inner resources needed to live well was already planted in seed
form within the client, by the Spirit of God. The voice of coaching was a needed echo
of the kingdom, calling above the clamor of the local church.
Many times I was humbled to tears as I hung up the phone after a coaching
event. The depth of love and surrender in these women is remarkable. The revelations
that emerged through reflection were often profound. Many times these women spoke
with a depth they did not perceive. My joyful privilege was the invitation to enter
inner sanctums of their personal lives, where hopes, heartbreaks, beloved
.

.

relationships, and devotion reside in a tumble of human emotion.
I come to the end of this project more fully convinced of the penetrating
•

power of coaching. My hope is that coaching will continue to grow as a pastoral skill
and be used wisely alongside other means of ministry.

·•
,•

I
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•

•
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APPENDIX A
·

•

Letter to Potential Subjects

i
I
•

•

!

·

•
•

•

May 13, 2005
•

Dear Potential Subject:
Outlined below is an explanation of this dissertation project. For clarification e-mail
me at marilyn elliott@asburyseminary.edu
•

Explanation of Project
This project is seeking to examine the impact of life coaching on a person's spiritual
well-being. As a practicing life coach and Christian leader I am keenly interested to
know the spiritual value of life coaching. Life coaching is an artful process that
prompts persons to explore their true values (what really matters to them, not what is
supposed to matter!) and empowers the creative restructuring of life. My experience
has been that coaching is transformational, liberating, and life giving.

•

•

Now I am investigating whether this art also impacts the soul of a person. To put it
plainly, when a person begins to make choices to structure life in meaningful and
joyful directions, does this jmpact their relationship with God? To explore this I will
engage ten ministry spouses (subjects) in a coaching relationship for ten weeks. Every
two weeks for a total of five times, we will have a 45 mjnute coaching appointment
by phone and engage the subject's life using life coaching techniques. After each
appointment we will both reflect on the coaching and its impact on the subject's
relationship with God.
•

During an initial input interview the appointments will be set at both our
conveniences. The subject will be responsible to participate fully, keeping
appointments. After each appointment the subject will send me a ShOlt reflection on
the coaching experience, focusing on a few short questions I will provide. The subject
is responsible for being prompt with these reflection/responses.
As coach, I will be responsible for keeping appointments, offering the best coaching I
am able. I will also reflect briefly on the coaching appointment and send the subject a
copy of my reflections. This process is to ensure that the subject is fully apprised of
the direction of my reflections and will give her the opportunity to comment or
correct me if I have interpreted anything incorrectly. All this is simply good data
collection.
The data will then be discussed weekly with a reflection group. No one, besides me,
in the reflection group will know the identities of the subjects. Confidentiality is
guaranteed.

I
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If you would like a copy of the first chapter of the dissertation which lays out the
foundation for the project I would be happy to send it to you bye-mail.
•

•

•

•

•
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APPENDIXB
•

,

Explanation of Questionnaire Process

,

•

,
I

If you are interested in being a subject and having the benefit of coaching for ten
weeks over the summer you may fill out the following questionnaire on paper and
send it to me:

•

Dissertation Project
Marilyn Elliott
512 Juniper Drive
Nicholasville, KY
40356

or e-mail it to
marilyn elliott@asburyseminary.edu
You may add pages or write on the back of the questionnaire. Please keep the
responses brief and include essential information. If there is a question that confuses
you, just say so and answer as you can. This is not a test.

•

The subject group will be fOlmed in the next few weeks. If you are serious about
participating please be prompt. I am hoping to use the summer months for coaching.
Because the coaching will be accomplished by phone it will be convenient to
continue even during holidays. The calls can be made from location by land or cell
phone.
For answers to questions you may e-mail me and I will promptly answer. To begin
the process just complete the following questionnaire as you are able and we will
work with that.

•

•
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APPENDIXC
Subject Questionnaire

,

,

The following questions reflect an investigation into the hard data (facts) of your life.
It is important as I fOIm the subject group that I have basic personal infOlmation.
None of the infoImation is right or wrong, but will be used to create an understanding
of the mosaic of participants. Everything will be kept confidential, including your
name and location. At no time will your private information be disclosed in a way
that identifies you.
. .

•

•

•

Name ______________________________________ Age ________
Address

E-mail Address _____________________________Phone Number
•

Church (ministry) currently being served _________________
Length of ministry in this church _______
Years in ministry ____
Education: Write a brief outline of your educational journey. Include experiences that
you perceive to be formational to you, even if they are not formally in the 'education'
category:
Family dynamics-Write a brief outline, listing those who live in your home,
significant information about relationships, and a short outline of your understanding
of how the family functions. This question is intended to give me a broad snapshot of
the home environment in which you live. Include anything that is important to you,
even if you feel it is peripheral.

Please answer the following questions briefly and honestly.
1. What does "being in ministry" mean to you? Briefly describe your experience
and feelings related to ministry life. If you can put it into words, reflect on
your source of personal identity. (In what ways does the ministry defme you
as a person?)
2. Describe your level of fulfillment and satisfaction with your personal life, and
with your ministry life. Try to identify the reasons you feel as you do.
•
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3. How do you feel when you experience change? Describe a recent experience
of change and how you chose to deal with it.
4. List your top five values in life as you know them. (A value is a thing or
quality that has intrinsic worth to you. A value, when lived out, gives life a
sense of worth, satisfaction, and meaning. For instance, hard work might be a
value in your life and when you work hard you feel good about yourself and
your life. Values are not always attached to sober things. A value might be
laughter, or community, or beauty. Think through your life and try to
determine your values. Your life may not reflect many of your own values.)

•

5. What would you hope to accomplish as the result of a coaching relationship?

Data Collection:
Entry and Exit interview will be conducted by phone; Yz halfhour each with

-

coach.

•
•

-

Five coaching appointments will be conducted by phone; 45 minutes maximum
each. These will take place over five weeks at scheduled times .
•

- A journal entry (online bye-mail or hand written) will be made by the client after
each appointment and submitted to coach. Reflection questions will be provided
by the coach, but the client holds control over content of all journal entries.

-

Coach's fieldjoumal entries will be made following each coaching session and
submitted to the client for confirmation of understanding.

•

-

Exit interview with the spouse of subject will be made by phone, to affirm the
subject's perceptions of change; Yz hour with coach.

-

Client will be responsible to place phone calls at appointed times. Other than
placing calls, the client will bear no cost of the project.

I am willing to participate fully in the project as outlined above.

•
•
i

,••

,~

I

l

I

•
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I am willing to pmticipate fully in the project but would need to have this exception
made.

•

•

Signed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dated _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please Note: I appreciate your willingness to be part ofthis project. Because only ten
subjects will be chosen, not every application can be accepted. You will be notified
with promptness about your application. Thank you.

•

•

•
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